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Cruise travel has become very popular worldwide. The North American cruise 

market is the worlds biggest. Asian countries are among the fastest-growing outbound 

market for cruise travel. The Taiwanese cruise market has grown substantially. 

However, few research studies have examined Taiwanese travelers’ motivation to 

experience a cruise vacation, and their satisfaction with the experience.  

Primary data was collected from a convenience sample of Taiwanese tourists 

who had been on North American cruise tours. Survey respondents were first time 

cruisers, over 40 years old, married, and had a Bachelor’s degree, or higher. Push and 

pull motivational factors were identified. Respondents were influenced by 

recommendations from media and people. Respondents were satisfied with tangibles, 

cleanliness, food choices and selection, and responsiveness of staff. An overwhelming 

majority of cruisers would re-visit and recommend this trip. Implications for researchers 

and practitioners are suggested.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview of the Study 

 This study discusses the factors that influence the decision of Taiwanese 

customers to select American cruise-ship tours. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the study 

and the problem under research. This chapter includes: (a) overview of the study, (b) 

need for the study, (c) research objectives, (d) research questions, (e) purpose of the 

study, and (f) imitations. Chapter 2 is a review of the related literature. Literature review 

offers methods identified by other studies, the connected surrounding trends, and 

theories about the issue. Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in this study. 

Methodology includes the method to collect data and clarification of the sample 

processes used in the study. Chapter 4 details the results of the research. Every part of 

Chapter 4 presents a brief statement of the research objective under investigation. The 

purpose of Chapter 4 is to provide appropriate analysis. Chapter 5 summarizes the 

findings and provides a discussion of the conclusions and recommendations for further 

research on cruise-ship tours.  

Need for the Study 

Cruise travel has become more popular than ever, and the number of cruises is 

growing extremely fast in the hospitality industry (CLIA, 2006; Cetron, Micco & Davies, 

2006; Dowling & Vasudavan, 2000; Dwyer & Forsyth, 1998; Gibson, 2006; Hobson, 

1993; Peterick, 2003; Singh, 1999; Toh, Rivers & Ling, 2005; Ward, 2007; Wood, 2000). 

The Cruise Line International Association (CLIA), the world’s largest cruise association, 

has announced that the cruise industry is the fastest growing category in the whole 
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leisure market because the number of average annual travelers has grown 8.2% per 

year since 1980; nearly 120 million travelers have taken a deep-water cruise (2+ days) 

since 1980 (CLIA, 2006). Furthermore, Cetron, Micco and Davies (2006) point out that 

the number of cruise travelers increased from 500,000 in 1970 to 9.5 million in 2003. 

Ward (2007) says that the cruise industry has created a $20 billion business world-wide, 

and this business will continue to grow. The international travel rate of Asia and Pacific 

residents still had 8% positive growth in 2006 even though many events happened from 

2001 to 2003, such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), terrorism, and the 

Iraq war (United Nations World Tourism Organization [UNWTO], 2006). In 1999, Singh 

stated that “The cruise line industry in Southeast Asia is rapidly emerging as one of the 

fastest growing international cruise markets in the world” (Singh, 1999, p.24). 

  Researchers predict that by 2010 the largest number of international tourists in 

the world will be from China because more than 85 million Chinese citizens have the 

ability to take international vacations. Even if only 1% of the Chinese tourists choose a 

cruise ship tour over other alternatives, this figure will help double the world’s cruise 

market (Cetron, Micco & Davies, 2006).Ward (2007) states that three corporations, 

Carnival Corporation, Royal Caribbean Cruises, and Star Cruises Group, own most of 

the cruise lines in the world. Both Carnival Corporation and Royal Caribbean Cruises 

have plans to get into the Asian market. Micky Arison, Chairman of the Board and Chief 

Executive Officer of Carnival Corporation, believes that Asia is a large market and 

potential growth area for the cruise industry (Carnival Corporation, 2007). Richard D. 

Fain, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Royal Caribbean Cruises, claims that 

Royal Caribbean Cruises will be going global because of the fast-growing tourism and 
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travel markets in the South Pacific and Asia (Royal Caribbean Cruises, 2007).  

The Asian public has a general lack of awareness and misunderstanding about 

the cruise product (Singh, 1999). For example, some Asian consumers still think of 

cruises as transportation. In addition, some Asian consumers assume that cruise 

products are only for rich people. Many Asian consumers do not have the knowledge of 

North American cruise products. As Gorham and Rice (2007) note, a cruise is not a one-

size-fits-all type of product, so travel agents should select suitable cruises for their 

customers.  

The government of Taiwan permitted Taiwanese citizens to travel abroad for 

leisure in 1979 (Huang, Yung & Huang, 1996; March, 1997). Bailey (2000) also points 

out that an increased number of Taiwanese travelers visited North America in 1996. 

Moreover, Lu (2001) shows that the Taiwanese cruise market has grown since 1997. In 

the report of National Statistics, Republic of China.(Taiwan), the total number of trips 

taken by all citizens of Taiwan increased 5.6% in 2006, with 9% of outbound tourists 

traveling to the United States in 2006 (National Statistics, R.O.C. Taiwan, 2006). Cruise 

trips have become one of the Taiwanese tourists’ favorite trips recently because people 

in Taiwan are increasing their traveling standards and enriching their experiences in 

trips abroad. The lack of understanding between cruise sellers and Taiwanese travelers 

is one of the important issues.  

Few research studies exist to examine travelers’ motivation to experience a 

cruise vacation and cruisers’ satisfaction with the experience. Teye and Leclerc (2003) 

point out that there are only a few research papers/studies on cruise motivation of 

customers. Early research also focuses on examining the constructs of cruisers’ 
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motivation and satisfaction independently. 

Research Objectives 

The specific objectives for this study are:  

1. To determine the demographic profile of Taiwanese who select  North American 

cruise-ship tours 

2. To identify the push-pull factors that influence the decision of Taiwanese travelers 

to select  North American cruise-ship tours 

3. To identify the satisfaction of Taiwanese travelers on North American cruise-ship 

tours, with regards to cruise-ship accommodations and facilities, dining 

experiences and services 

4. To analyze the involvement level of consumers and its influence on their tour 

choice 

5.  To examine the intention to return and willingness  to recommend North 

American cruise-ship tours 

Research Questions 

Pre-purchase: Demographics, Past Experiences, 
Motivations and Information Sources 

Demographics and Past Experiences 

1. What are the demographic characteristics and travel patterns of Taiwanese 

cruisers? 

Motivations and Information Sources 

2. What are the top ranking motivation factors of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise-ship tours? 

3. What are the motivators that influence Taiwanese cruisers in making the decision 
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to select North American cruise-ship tours? 

4. What are the ranking information sources of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise-ship tours? 

Post-purchase: Satisfaction, Involvement, Intention to Return 
and Willingness to Recommend 

Satisfaction 

5. What are the satisfaction ratings of Taiwanese cruisers in cruise-ship 

accommodations and facilities? 

6. What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in dining experiences? 

7. What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in services? 

8. What is the Taiwanese cruisers’ overall satisfaction with the North American 

cruise experiences? 

Involvement 

9. What is the level of involvement of Taiwanese cruisers? 

10. What are the relationships between involvement level and key factors of 

motivation? 

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend  

11. What are the Taiwanese’s cruisers intention to return and willingness to 

recommend North American cruise tours? 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this paper is to empower American cruise operators, Taiwanese 

travel agents, and researchers to understand what Taiwanese travelers want and to 

take advantage of this increasing trend toward cruise travel by customers in Asia. 
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Limitations 

The main limitation of this research comes from the sample which was used.   

1. This study was conducted by selecting a convenience sample of approximately 

400 Taiwanese cruisers. The sample size is not big enough to represent all 

Taiwanese cruisers. 

2. This study was taken from the sampling frame of lists provided by cooperating 

travel agents. 

3. This study data was collected from May 2008 to August 2008. Therefore, the 

data might present a seasonal bias. 

4. Researchers would benefit from having an extended period of time in which to 

gather data. Future studies should address these limitations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

 The five primary objectives of this study are: (a) to determine the demographic 

profile of Taiwanese who select North American cruise-ship tours, (b) to identify the 

push-pull factors that influence the decision of Taiwanese travelers to select North 

American cruise-ship tours, (c) to identify the satisfaction of Taiwanese customers on 

North American cruise-ship tours, with regards to cruise-ship accommodations and 

facilities, dining experiences, and services, (d) to analyze the involvement level of 

consumers and its influence on their tour choice, and (e) to examine the intention to 

return and willingness to recommend North American cruise-ship tours. The review of 

the literature focuses on literature pertinent to the objectives of this study. This chapter 

includes: (a) introduction, (b) the hospitality and tourism industry, (c) the cruise industry, 

(d) market analysis, (e) motivation, (f) satisfaction, (g) involvement, (h) cultural 

differences, and (i) intention to return and willingness to recommend. 

The Hospitality and Tourism Industry 

 The hospitality and tourism industry is one of the world’s most important 

industries and the world’s largest service industry (Walker, 2006, 2007). The hospitality 

industry consists of businesses that make accommodations, food, beverages, and 

entertainment available to travelers. “Hospitality businesses are open 365 days a year 

and 24 hours” (Walker, 2006, p.7). The major elements of the hospitality industry are 

lodging, food and beverage service, travel, and entertainment (Dittmer, 2002; Kotler, 

Bowen & Makens, 2003). Ward (2008) writes that “a cruise is a vacation.” He also states 
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that a cruise offers diverse travel destinations, cuisine, facilities, entertainments, and 

activities to cruisers. Gibson (2006) cited Page that “the cruise industry is like a small 

but significant sector of the tourism industry” (p. 1). 

The Cruise Industry 

Cruise Companies 

 The cruise industry is a sustained, long-term, and fast growth industry (Ahmed, 

Johnson, Ling, Fang & Hui, 2002; CLIA, 2006; Dowling & Vasudavan, 2000; Dwyer & 

Forsyth, 1998; Gibson, 2006; Hobson, 1993; Kester, 2002; Peterick, 2003; Qu & Ping, 

1999; Teye & Leclerc, 1998, 2003; Walker, 2007; Ward, 2007; Wood, 2000). Carnival 

Corporation, Royal Caribbean Cruises, and Star Group are the top three cruise 

companies who own most cruise ships in the world (Figure 2.1).Carnival Corporation 

owned 11 brands which operate 51ships: Aida Carnival Cruise Lines, Costa Cruises, 

Cunard Line, Holland America Line, Ibero Cruceros, Ocean Village, P&O Cruises, P&O 

Cruises Australia, Princess Crises, and Seabourn Cruise Line. Royal Caribbean Cruise 

owned 5 brands which operate 38 ships: Azamara Cruises, Celebrity Cruises, Island 

Cruises, Pullmantur, and Royal Caribbean International. Star Cruises Group owned 3 

brands: NCL America, Norwegian Cruise Line, and Star Cruises (Carnival Corporation & 

PLC, 2008; Mintel, 2008, Royal Caribbean Cruises, 2008). Researchers also indicated 

that these three companies will account for 80.6% of available capacity by 2012 (Mintel, 

2008). Based on the largest capacity cruise brands, the top 10 brands were: Royal 

Caribbean International, Carnival Cruise Lines, Princess Cruises, Norwegian Cruise 

Line, Costa Cruises, Holland America Line, MSC Cruises, Celebrity Cruises, P&O 

Cruises UK, and Star Cruises (Mintel, 2008) (Figure 2.2). Ward (2008) says that there 
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are 10 main and popular cruise lines in the cruise industry: Carnival Cruise Lines, 

Celebrity Cruises, Costa Cruises, Cunard Line, Holland America Line, MSC Cruises, 

Norwegian Cruise Line, Princess Cruises, Star Cruises, and Royal Caribbean 

International. Furthermore, he states that 8 of 10 cruise lines are owned by Carnival 

Corporation, Royal Caribbean Cruises, and Star Cruises Group.  

 

Figure 2.1. The three cruise companies.  
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Figure 2.2. The top 10 largest capacity cruise brands.  
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eating,” “spa” menus, paying attention to environmental issues, and carbon-neutral 

ships. 

Cruise Tours Bookings 

In the 1960s, 90% of cruise travelers directly booked their cruise tours. In the 

1990s, 95% of cruise travelers were booked by CLIA or a travel agency. Tour operators 

and travel agents arranged and sold more than 16 million cruise tours in 2005.Today, 

80% of cruise travelers book their trips through a travel agency, and some cruise 

travelers will use the Internet to book their cruise tours. Researchers predict that the 

amount of direct booking will increase in the future (Teye & Leclerc, 1998, 2003; Ward, 

2007). 

Cruise Products 

 There are three economic features in cruise products: heterogeneity, inelasticity, 

and complementarities. Cruise products include many unique components, are 

perishable, and offer a series of complementary services; for example, accommodation, 

dining on board, and entertainment (Gibson, 2006). CLIA (2006) states that cruise 

products have expanded during the last 10 years to include features such as new 

destinations and new ship design concepts. Mancini (2003) states that Gil Grosvenor, 

the chairman of the National Geographic Society, is a cruise lover and expects that he 

will be able eventually to travel everywhere by cruise, even to Las Vegas. Ward (2008) 

says that more than 2,000 destinations have been visited by cruise lines, so the cruise 

destinations are now offered to almost anywhere in the world. Gorham and Rice (2007) 

believe that everyone is able to cruise and the cruise industry is booming now. Not only 

does the cruise industry provide products to cruisers, but also it offers more than 
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200,000 job opportunities (Ward, 2007). 

North American Cruise Industry 

 North America is the world's biggest cruise market (Gibson, 2006; Miller & 

Grazer, 2002; Singh, 1999, 2000; Teye & Leclerc, 1998, 2003). In the North American 

cruise industry, there has been a 4.1% average annual growth rate in the number of 

ships (CLIA, 2007). More cruise ships visit North American waters more frequently than 

other places in the world. Alaska, the Northeast, the Mississippi River, Mexico's Pacific 

Coast, and the Caribbean were five popular distinct cruise regions in North America 

(Gibson, 2006; Teye & Leclerc, 1998, 2003). At least 75% of international cruise 

travelers were handled by the U.S. ports in 2006 (CLIA, 2006). More than nine million 

cruise travelers started their cruises from U.S. ports. The top 10 U.S. cruise ports were 

Miami, Port Canaveral, Port Everglades, Galveston, Los Angeles, New York, Tampa, 

Long Beach, Seattle, and Honolulu (CLIA, 2007). Alaska cruises are popular in North 

America, and Alaska is also one of the fastest-developing cruise destinations. However, 

the cruise traveling season in Alaska is limited from May to early October every year 

(Mancini, 2003; Ward, 2007).  

Most cruise lines are owned by one of three corporations: Carnival Corporation, 

Royal Caribbean Cruises, or Star Cruises Group (Mintel, 2008; Petrick, 2003). Both 

Carnival Corporation and Royal Caribbean Cruises are based in Miami. Carnival 

Corporation is the largest cruise company in North America (Ward, 2007).  

The average passenger growth rate for cruises in North America, which includes 

the United States and Canada, has been far higher than any other vacation category. 

Nearly 9.7 million passengers took a deep-water cruise (+2 days) in North America in 
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2005. Even though the annual percentage of change for passengers residing in the 

United States has decreased from 9% to 3.3%, global passengers increased from 6.9% 

to 7.3% in 2006 (CLIA, 2007). Cruise vacations were taken by 12.6 million people in 

2007, and the numbers of cruise travelers were expected to increase to 12.8 million in 

2008. 

Asian Outbound Market 

  The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) reported that                                           

Asia and the Pacific had an average annual increase of 6.9%, was one of the fastest 

growing source regions since 2000 (UNWTO, 2008). Table 2.1 showed that the world 

outbound tourism to the United States. The outbound tourism of Asia and the Pacific 

has been the most dynamic in the world. Kim and Prideaux (2005) also identified that 

Asian tourism has been growing rapidly since 1985. Qu and Im (2002) stated that 

“Southeast Asia is one of the top inbound markets of the U.S. tourism industry” (p. 36). 

Moreover, Qu and Im, according to the report of Travel Industry Association of America 

(TIA), discovered that travelers from Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 

China thought that the United States had become the most popular long-haul 

destination for them in 1999 (Qu & Im, 2002). Researchers demonstrated that outbound 

trips in Asia and the Pacific had 6.6% annual growth rate from 1990 to 2005. Asian 

countries were predicted to be the fastest-growing outbound markets included China, 

India, and Korea (Mintel, 2005). The total numbers of Asian travelers were around 7.2 

million in 2007, up 4% from 2006 to 2007 (ITA, 2008).  

 

 

Table 2.1  
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World Outbound Tourism to the United States  

 International Tourist  Arrivals Share 
(%) 

Average annual 
Growth (%)  (million) 

 1990 2007 2007 2000-2007 

World From 436 903 100% 4.1% 

     Europe 252.7 502.0 55.6% 3.3% 

     Asia and the Pacific 59.9 181.9 20.1% 6.9% 

     Americas 99.8 149.7 16.6% 1.9% 

     Middle East 8.2 27.8 3.1% 10.6% 

     Africa 9.9 126.7 3.0% 7.4% 

     Origin not specified 6.6 15.2 1.7% 7.4% 

     Same region 349.9 710.2 78.6% 4.0% 

     Other regions 79.5 177.9 19.7% 4.2% 

Source: World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 2008) 

 According to UNWTO, Taiwan was ranked 21st in the world for outbound tourism 

spending. There has been a 50% growth in Taiwanese spending on the outbound trips. 

Moreover, Taiwan is predicted to be among the top nine of the fastest-growing outbound 

markets (103%) in 2020. Taiwanese spent $ 7.8 million for outbound trips in 2004 

(Mintel, 2006). Most Taiwanese outbound travelers were more than 30 years old, had 

monthly incomes of more than $1,000, had high school educations or higher (86.4%), 

were married (66.7%), and took the trips for sightseeing, recreation and vacation 

(60.4%) (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008). Table 2.2 showed Taiwanese outbound traveler 

demographics.  

Table 2.2  
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Taiwanese Outbound Travel Demographics 

 Taiwanese Outbound Travelers % 

Age 30-39 23.9 

 40-49 24.5 

 50-59 18.8 

 Over 60 11.3 

 Total 78.5 

Monthly personal 
income 

NT$3,000~NT$3,999 13.5 

 NT$4,000~NT$4,999 14.5 

 NT$5,000~NT$6,999 16.7 

 NT$7,000~NT$9,999 6.8 

 Total 51.5 

Education High School 22.7 

 College degree 18.9 

 Bachelor degree 35.7 

 Total 77.3 

Status Married 66.7 
Source: 2007 Survey of Travel by R.O.C. Citizens (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008) 

Singh (1999) stated that the cruise industry in Southeast Asia was rapidly 

emerging as one of the fastest growing international cruise markets in the world. 

Furthermore, Singh (2000) said that the increased number of middle-class Asian 

travelers and various geographically Asian cruise passenger markets are the main 

factors leading the growth of cruising. Qu and Ping (1999) also pointed out that the 

Southeast Asia market is influencing the cruise line industry because of the increasing 

number of cruisers and new ports. Micky Arison stated that millions of potential cruise 
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travelers from Asia and the Pacific are increasing (Carnival Corporation, 2008). Richard 

D. Fain also stated that Royal Caribbean Cruises planned to open an office in 

Singapore to develop the Asian market (Royal Caribbean Cruises, 2007). Researchers 

believe that the number of Asian cruise travelers will increase because there are more 

than 85 million Chinese having the ability to take international vacations. Even if only 

1% of the Chinese tourists choose a cruise ship tour over other alternatives, this figure 

will help double the world’s cruise market. Asia and the Pacific were predicted to be the 

strongest growth cruise market in the future (Cetron, Micco, & Davies, 2006).   

Market  Analysis 

Demographics 

 According to industry reports, cruisers who are more than 49 years old, have  

household incomes ranging from $75,000 to $84,000, have higher levels of education, 

are married, and mainly want to be retired are the target market for North America. 

North American cruisers are highly interested in taking cruises (Table 2.3) (CLIA, 2006). 

Moreover, researchers of CLIA also noted some changes in North American cruisers' 

demographic profiles in 2008: their ages averaged 46 years old and annual household 

incomes ranged from $79,000 to $93,000 (Table 2.3) (CLIA, 2008). Qu and Ping (1999) 

pointed out that most Hong Kong cruisers, who are from 18 years old to 44 years old, 

have monthly household incomes of more than $2,560 and are white-collar workers.  
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Table 2.3  

Cruisers Demographics 

 North American cruisers  
(2006) 

North American cruisers  
(2008) 

Hong Kong cruisers 
 (1999) 

Age Over 49 years old Average 46 years old 18 to 44 years old 

Household income $75,000 to $84,000  $79,000 to $93,000  Over $30,720  

Education Higher levels  Higher levels Middle school 

Status Married Married Married 

Occupation Full-time Full-time White-collar worker 

Source.: Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), 2006. The Cruise Industry: An Overview. (Marketing Edition.) Cruise Lines International 
Association, New York. Cruise Lines International Association, Inc. (CLIA), (2008). 2008 Cruise Market Profile Study. Retrieved March 2, 2009, 
from http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf. Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong 
cruise travelers’ motivation factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 23. 
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Motivation  

 Researchers believe that it is important to understand consumer motivations and 

destination choices so that marketers will be able to predict future travel patterns and be 

successful in marketing tourism (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977, 1981). The factors that 

influence consumers' travel motivations are numerous. Tourists may decide to go 

traveling because of more than one reason (Dann, 1977). Ryan (1997) concluded that 

the need for relaxation, social interaction, and intellectual stimulation can classify 

holiday motivations and all forms of leisure. Crompton (1979) presented seven socio-

psychological motives and two cultural motives for pleasure vacation behavior: escape 

from a perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of self, relaxation, 

prestige, regression, enhanced relationships, facilitation of social interaction, novelty, 

and education. Beard and Ragheb (1983) defined four important motives in leisure: 

“Intellectual” (learning and discovering), “Social component” (friendships), 

“Compentence-Mastery” (physical in nature), and “Stimulus-Avoidance” (escape). Cha, 

McCleary and Uysal (1995) used six different motivation factors to study travel 

motivations of Japanese overseas travelers, such as relaxation, knowledge, adventure, 

and family. Petrick, Li and Park (2007) pointed out that selecting a cruise vacation is 

complicated for customers. They also present four questions which cruise travelers 

always ask themselves before they make decisions:  

(a) What are always considered by travelers? 

(b) Whether or not to take a vacation? 

(c) Where to go? 

(d) Which cruise line to travel on? 
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Qu and Ping (1999) concluded that understanding motivation, service quality, and 

satisfaction of cruise travelers were important issues to markers and cruise companies.  

Table 2.4 shows the top 10 factors that influence North American cruisers to 

make a choice by degree. Table 2.5 shows the top eight Hong Kong cruise travelers’ 

motivation factors. 

Table 2.4  

Factors that Influence North American Cruisers to Make a Choice (By Degree) 

Rank Factors that influence North American cruisers to make a choice  

1 The destination 

2 Price 

3 Best opportunity to relax and unwind 

4 Unique experience 

5 Convenience 

6 Particular cruise ship 

7 Sightseeing opportunities 

7 Activities available 

7 Suitable vacation schedule/days available 

10 Good programs for children and family 

Source. Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), 2006. The Cruise Industry: An Overview. 
(Marketing Edition ed.) Cruise Lines International Association, New York. 
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 Table 2.5  
The Results of Hong Kong Cruise Travelers' Motivation Factors 

Rank Hong Kong cruise travelers’ motivation factors Percentage (%) 

1 Escape from normal life 36.4% 

2 Social gathering 26.4% 

3 Beautiful environment and scenery 12.1% 

4 Cultural understanding 7.6% 

5 Social status 6.9% 

6 Business purpose 5.5% 

7 Health and exercise 3.6% 

8 Self-discovery 1.5% 

Source. Qu, H.,& Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong cruise travelers’ motivation 
factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 237. 
 

Push and Pull Factors 

Push and pull factors are a well-established approach for analyzing tourism 

motivations (Crompton, 1979; Clements & Josiam, 1995; Dann, 1977; Fodness, 1994; 

Goossens, 2000; Josiam, Kinley & Kim, 2005; Kim & Jogaratnam, 2002; Kim, Noh & 

Jogaratnam, 2006a, 2006b; Teye & Leclerc, 2003). Dann (1977) concluded that one of 

the ways to figure out motivation is using push factors, and Compton (1979) also 

pointed out that “push” and “pull” concepts can be used for explaining tourist motivation. 

“Traditionally, the push motivations have been useful for explaining the desire for travel 

while the pull motivations have been useful for explaining the actual destination choice” 

(Baloglu & Uysal, 1996, p. 32). For example, a Taiwanese tourist might join a cruise trip 

to visit Alaska because he wants to join an “all-inclusive” tour. He can relax by studying 
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on ship and enjoying cruise facilities. According to Goossens (2000), push factor is 

about consumers' dispositions (needs and motives) and pull factor is about marketing 

stimuli (advertising and destinations). He also stated that both push and pull factors will 

be mixed, and they will affect every consumer when he or she is motivated. The 

motivation for traveling is always because of the consumer's busy life style. Not only 

does a Taiwanese traveler visit another country (the United States), but also he has the 

experience of a cruise tour and watching glaciers in Alaska. Researchers present 

several common reasons that people decide to take cruise tours, such as “relaxation,” 

“knowledge,” “social atmosphere,” “safety,” “beautiful environment and scenery,” “value,” 

and “all-inclusive tours” (CILA, 2006; Lu, 2001; Mancini, 2000; Qu & Ping, 1999; Teye & 

Leclerc, 2003). In Table 2.6, Lu ranked the top eight cruise travelers’ motivations in push 

factors. In Table 2.7, Lu ranked the top eight cruise travelers’ motivations in pull factors.  

Table 2.6  

The Cruise Travelers' Motivations Push Factors 

Source: Lu, C. (2001). The study of tourism motivation and experience of the cruise-ship tours- A case 
study of the Berlitz evaluated 4-star cruise-ships. Master’s thesis, Chinese Culture University.  
 
 

Rank The cruise travelers’ motivation push factors 

1 To thoroughly relax myself physically / mentally 

2 To escape from the routine work / life pressure 

3 To learn new things and obtain self-growth on the trip 

4 To have a reunion with  friends / family 

5 Learning from marketing that the cruise has a good brand 

6 To sense the same fun feeling as the “Love Boat” had 

7 Cruise-ship tour is totally different from other type of tours 

8 Perceptions of going on a cruise as a high-class experience that most 
folks cannot afford  
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Table 2.7  

The Cruise Travelers' Motivation Pull Factors 

Source. Lu, C. (2001). The study of tourism motivation and experience of the cruise- ship tours- A case 
study of the Berlitz evaluated 4-star cruise-ships. Master’s thesis, Chinese Culture University.  

 

Push Factors 

 The push factors refer to needs, wants, or emotional factors, such as the need 

for escape, relaxation, adventure, prestige, knowledge, and novelty. It also explains that 

internal psychological forces influence travel decisions (Cha, McCleary & Uysal, 1995; 

Crompton, 1979; Fodness, 1994; Hanqin and Lam, 1999; Josiam, Smeaton & 

Clements, 1999; Josiam, Kinley & Kim, 2005; Kim & Jogaratnan, 2002; Kim, Noh & 

Jogaratnam, 2006a, 2006b; Oh, Uysal & Weaver, 1995; Yoon & Uysal, 2005; You, 

O'Leary, Morrison & Hong, 2000). Cook, Yale and Marqua (2006) list some push factors, 

such as adventure, learning new things, desire for pampering /comfort, and social 

interaction. Lu (2001) created five push factors for cruise motivation according to Cai 

Rank The cruise travelers’ motivation pull factors 

1 To have a fixed stateroom that I don’t have to move around 

2 To watch the ocean and scenery go by when sailing 

3 To visit different countries and attractions in this one trip 

4 To enjoy various fine cuisine on cruise all day every day 

5 To enjoy various recreational facilities, guided activities, & entertainment 

programs. 

6 The cruise has a good reputation 

7 Cruise package is all-inclusive tour 

8 The cruise has a highly personalized service 
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and Combrink’s (2000) research. They were “life-long learning,” “escape and 

relaxation,” “adventure,” “belonging,” and “status seeking.” The results of this research 

showed that “escape and relaxation” was the main reason that travelers elected to take 

cruise-ship tours. Other researchers also pointed out that cruise travelers are pushed by 

motivational factors, for example, “escape,” “adventure,” “prestige,” “reunion with family 

and friends,” “social atmosphere,” and getting more “knowledge” (CILA, 2006; Mancini, 

2000; Qu & Ping,1999; Teye & Leclerc, 2003).   

 Escape. Many researchers clarify that escape motivation is an important factor, 

for example, “escape from everyday routine,” “escape from a busy job,” or “getting away 

from the responsibilities of everyday life” (Baloglu & Uysal,1996; Crompton, 1979; 

Fodness, 1994; Josiam et al.,1999; Kim & Prideaux, 2005; Kim et al., 2006a, 2006b; 

Kozak, 2002; Mancini, 2000; Teye & Leclerc, 2003). According to Qu and Ping (1999), 

“escape from normal life” is the most major motivational factor of Hong Kong cruise 

travelers in selecting cruise tours.  

Adventure. One of the motivations of travelers is adventure (Cha et al., 1995; 

Kim & Jogaratnam, 2002; Oh et al., 1995). Kim et al., (2006a) pointed out that the 

adventure factor is the one of the factors first pushed by internal or intangible needs of 

people. The adventure factor has been called various names in the literature, for 

example, novelty (Crompton, 1979; Hanqin & Lam, 1999; Pyo, 1996), adventure and 

thrills (Kim et al., 2006b), entertainment (Kim & Joaratnam, 2002), enjoying various 

tourist resources (Kim & Prideaux, 2005) and leisure and adventure (Kim et al., 2006a). 

Prestige. One of the social-psychological motivations of travelers is prestige. 

Prestige has been called other names, such as travel bragging (Cha et al., 1995), ego 
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enhancement (Fodness, 1994), and social status (Kim & Prideaux, 2005). Researchers 

identify prestige factor through items such as: “to go places my friends/relatives have 

not visited.” “to talk about trip after returning home,” “I have reached a stage in life 

where I can afford a luxurious cruise experience,” “going to the places my friends want 

to go” and “ to gain others' respect” (Baloglu & Uysal,1996; Crompton, 1979; Fodness, 

1994; Kim et al., 2006; Kim & Prideaux, 2005; Kozak, 2002; Teye & Leclerc, 2003).  

 Enhancement of kinship relationships. Crompton (1979) believed that a pleasure 

vacation increased a family’s relationships. Researchers point out that visiting and 

traveling with families and friends are powerful motivations for travelers (Baloglu & 

Uysal, 1996; Cha et al., 1995; Crompton, 1979; Fodness, 1994; Kim & Prideaux, 2005; 

Kim et al., 2006b; Teye & Leclerc, 2003). For example, travelers have commented that 

they went on cruises “to build friendships with others,” “to develop close friendships,” 

and because “I like traveling with good friends” (Crompton, 1979; Fodness, 1994). 

According to the industry report, 83% of cruisers traveled because of visiting friends and 

relatives (CLIA, 2008).  

 Knowledge. Researchers identify the “knowledge” factor through various items, 

such as “experiencing new and different lifestyles,” “seeing and experiencing a foreign 

destination,” and “meeting new and different people” (Cha et al., 1995; Fodness, 1994; 

Kozak, 2002). 

Pull Factors 

 The pull factor relates to the question “where to go?” The pull factor also explains 

the attractions or attributes of the destination itself. People are pulled by external or 

tangible factors, such as beaches, cultural attractions, natural scenery, and shopping 
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(Cha et al., 1995; Crompton, 1979; Hanqin & Lam, 1999; Josiam et al., 2005; Kim et al., 

2006a, 2006b; Oh, Uysal & Weaver, 1995). Cook, Yale and Marqua (2006) listed some 

pull factors that were offered and analyzed by tourism motivation researchers, such as 

opportunities to increase knowledge and opportunities to experience a different culture. 

Goossens (2000) revealed that the pull factor is about being attracted by destination or 

cruises' advertisement. For instance, a traveler is able to experience and watch a 

glacier, which is impossible to experience in Taiwan. Lu (2001) created five pull factors 

of cruise motivation, according to Cai and Combrink (2000). Five pull factors are 

“national environment and safety,” “entertainment and sports recreation,” “nature and 

wilderness,” “learning opportunity,” and “modernity and facilities.” Lu also pointed out 

that the “nature and wilderness” factor was the main reason pulling travelers to take 

cruise-ship tours. Other researchers also showed that cruise travelers are pulled by 

motivational factors, for instance, “beautiful environment and scenery,” “activities (on-

board or shore-board),” “value of money,” and “cruise-ship accommodations & facilities” 

(CILA, 2006; Mancini, 2000; Qu & Ping, 1999; Teye & Leclerc, 2003).   

Information Sources 

Fesenmaier and Vogt (1992) stated that travelers were attracted and led to travel 

again by tourism marketers to use information sources, such as brochures and 

magazines. Andereck and Caldwell (1993) pointed out that information sources about 

the product or service is an important factor influencing travelers’ decisions to purchase. 

Furthmore, they suggested that two major information sources were word-of-mouth and 

past experiences. Chen (2000) stated that four external information sources were used 

by tourists when they were planning their trips: (a) friends and family, (b) destination 
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specific literature, (c) media, and (d) travel consultants (as cited in Snepenger & 

Snepenger, 1993). The top seven information sources of Taiwanese travelers in 

outbound travel were “friends, relatives, colleagues, classmates,” “Internet,” “electronic 

media,” “print media,” “tourism bureau or agencies,” “travel agencies,” and “tourism 

shows or exhibits” (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008). Table 2.8 showed the top 10 internal 

sources that led North American cruisers to make their last cruise choices. 

Table 2.8  

The Top 10 Internal Sources that Led North American Cruisers to Make Their Last 
Cruise Choices 

Rank Internal Sources that Led North American Cruisers to Make Their Last 
Cruise Choices 

1 Word of mouth 

2 Personal traveling interest 

3 Destination website 

4 Spouse/travel companion 

5 Cruise website 

6 Travel agent recommendation 

7 Travel magazine 

8 Internet advertisement 

9 Travel guide 

10 Magazine advertisement 

Source. Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA). (2006). The Cruise Industry: An Overview. 
(Marketing Edition) Cruise Lines International Association, New York. 
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Satisfaction 

Oliver explained satisfaction as “a function of an initial standard and some 

perceived discrepancy from the initial reference point” (Baker & Crompton, 2000, p. 

787). World Tourism Organization (WTO) stated that “Customer satisfaction is a 

psychological concept that involves the feeling of well-being and pleasure that results 

from obtaining what one hopes for and expects from an appealing product and /or 

service” (WTO, 1985). Satisfaction is an important element to stay competitive in the 

tourism industry because customer satisfaction will lead to repeat purchases and 

recommendations to friends and family (Chang, 2008; Meng, Tepanon & Uysal, 2008; 

Petrick, 2004; Silvestre, 2008; Williams & Buswell, 2003). Yoon and Uysal (2005) stated 

that satisfaction has been extremely important in designing marketable tourism products 

and services. Qu and Ping (1998) said that every tourist might have his own needs and 

purposes for travel, so every tourist will gain satisfaction at different levels. Duman and 

Mattila (2005) identified satisfaction as being positively related to three aspects of the 

emotional experience for cruisers: hedonics, novelty and control. Kotler, Bowen and 

Makens (2003) indicated that “Customer satisfaction measures how well a customer’s 

expectations are met” (p.389). Li and Carr (2004) found out that attractions and 

atmosphere/environment components received the highest satisfaction scores from 

Chinese tourists. Gibson (2006) stated that “The cruise is a defined package that may 

include travel to the port of embarkation, an itinerary spanning a defined period of time, 

an element of inclusive services and facilities, such as meals, entertainment, and leisure 

areas, accommodation to a specified standard, and various other services that are 

available at an extra charge” (p. 20). Teye and Leclerc (1998) indicated that 
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transportation, accommodation, dining, on-board entertainment, recreational activities, 

domestic and foreign ports of calls, and shore excursions were main cruise products 

that attracted North American cruise customers. Those main products and services 

offered cruise travelers the most satisfaction (Ahmed, Johnson, Ling, Fang & Hui, 2002; 

Teye & Leclerc, 1998). Duman and Mattila (2005) indicated that the most important 

factor in achieving cruise travelers' satisfaction, value, and behavioral intentions was 

hedonics, or pleasure. Moreover, Petrick (2003) discovered that cruisers’ satisfaction 

was influenced by some important factors: quality, emotional response, and behavioral 

price. Teye and Leclerc (1998) provided the top 10 cruise products and services that 

achieved North American cruise customers' satisfaction. The top five reasons for 

consumers to have taken a cruise in the past five years were (a) going on cruise to 

enjoy the multidestination aspect of a cruise, (b) preferring the all-inclusive aspect, (c) 

loving the diverse entertainment/facilities, (d) liking the ocean/ships, and (e) gambling 

(Mintel, 2007). Table 2.9 showed the top 10 cruise products and services that achieve 

North American cruise customers’ satisfaction. 
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Table 2.9  

The Top 10 Cruise Products and Services that Achieve North American Cruise 
Customers' Satisfaction 

Source: Teye,V., & Leclerc, D. (1998). Product and service delivery satisfaction among North American 
cruise passengers. Tourism Management, 19(b), 153-160.  
 

 Singh (1999) showed that Asian cruisers were satisfied with cruise products such 

as more space for families, better accommodations, children’s centers, fitness facilities, 

shopping, theme events and enrichment programs. Qu and Ping (1999) also identified 

that Hong Kong cruisers had high satisfaction levels with the condition of food and 

beverage facilities, the provision of quality products and services, and staff 

performances. 

Cruise Ship Accommodations and Facilities 

 Walker (2007) stated that “Being on a cruise ship is like being on a floating 

Rank The top 10 cruise products and services 

1 Cabin service 

2 Dining room service 

3 Cleanliness of ship 

4 Cruise staff 

5 Entertainment                                                                  

6 Bar service 

7 Ports of call 

8 Quality of food 

9 Purser staff/info desk  

10 Shore tours 
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resort” (p.87). Some new trends in the cruise industry began to develop in 2007, such 

as building more luxurious and bigger cruise ships, creating more activity cruises, and 

increasing the number of around-the-world cruises (Ward, 2007). In 2006, Royal 

Caribbean International “Freedom of the Seas” (158,000 tons) was the world's biggest 

cruise ship, and had been introduced to the world. Further, Royal Caribbean 

International announced that “the largest cruise ship in the world” (220,000 tons) was 

due to arrive in 2009. The cruise ships' sizes range from vessels carrying 50 

passengers to ones carrying 3,400 passengers. There are more than 350 cruise ships, 

including different sizes, types, and itineraries (Ward, 2008).  

 The size of cruise ships is increasing; therefore, more facilities will be able to be 

put on ships. Some ships offer higher space ratios for creating “privacy” for passengers 

(Gorham & Rice, 2007; Page & Connell, 2006; Ward, 2007). Teye and Leclerc (1998) 

stated that “appearance of facilities” was ranked ninth in cruisers’ expectations. Gibson 

(2006) and Ward (2008) indicated that a modern cruise ship will include various kinds of 

onboard facilities and activities, such as restaurants, casinos, and entertainment. Today, 

cruise ships usually have swimming pools, theaters, shopping centers, libraries, gyms, 

spas, casinos, and art galleries. Most ships have Internet-connect centers, and new 

ships will have Internet on board (Ward, 2007). Quartermaine and Peter (2006) said that 

“gambling and well-equipped casino ships are a main source of income for cruises” (p. 

77). Singh (2000) pointed out that the cruise products should provide regionally favorite 

games that will attract Asian cruisers, for example, table tennis and karaoke. 

Dining Experience 

 Cruise food has developed to different levels since cruises began to be used for 
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traveling purposes by people (Fiss, 2003; Mariani & Krummert, 2003). The most 

expected and discussed cruise experience is usually about dining. (Gibson, 2006; 

Gorham & Rice, 2007; Ward, 2007) Furthermore, Moscardo and Pearce (2004) 

indicated that one of the reasons that cruise travelers chose cruise tours was because 

of “excellent food.” Quartermaine and Peter (2006) stated that “Dining has always been 

one of the most important social rituals aboard ship, and on vessels with different 

classes, the serving of food remains a key indicator of ticket price” (p. 87). They also 

point out that some cruise companies will have their own schools to train catering and 

entertainment staff to work on new cruise ships. Gorham and Rice (2007) reported that 

some cruise lines’ restaurants offer two to five cuisines to passengers at the same time. 

Moreover, many cruises usually provide six or more times to eat during the day.  

   Gibson (2006) pointed out that several factors have been considered by food 

service systems on cruise ships, such as timing, location, and customer needs. Most 

cruises will provide service when customers need it; for example, customers are able to 

get room service without extra charge, as well as six or more opportunities to eat during 

the day. Many cruises offer various kinds of food services to meet customers' needs, 

such as silver service, plated service, or personal service. Cruisers also are able to 

enjoy fine dining, buffet, and room service (Gibson, 2006; Gorham & Rice, 2007). Fiss 

(2003) noted that not only can cruisers enjoy more than seven various cuisines, for 

example, contemporary, Japanese, Thai, steak house, French bistro and more, but also 

they can pay extra fees for special food and food service. Moreover, most cruises have 

a specialist system, such as a consulting chef or a celebrity chef, to improve food 

quality.  
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Service 

 Zeithaml, Bitner and Gremler (2006) defined services as “deeds, processes, and 

performances” (p. 4). Kotler, Bowen and Makens (2003) showed that strong service 

culture development was one of the most important jobs for a hospitality business. 

Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry (1985) stated that intangibility, inseparability, 

heterogeneity and perishability are four unique characteristics of service. Other 

researchers have pointed out that not only is customer service a service, but also 

service is a product. Moreover, service quality is an important element to attract people 

to take cruise tours (Augustyn & Ho, 1998; CLIA, 2006; Duman & Mattila, 2005; 

Lovelock, 1996; Mintel, 2007; Petrick, 2004; Ping & Qu, 1999; Teye & Leclerc, 1998; 

Wakefield & Blodgett, 1999). Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) pointed out that 

tangible goods do not offer high service quality because service quality is usually 

established by the performance of employees.  

The achievement of service quality will decide how well service performance 

meets customers’ expectations (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1988). In addition, 

Parasuraman et al. (1985, 1988) refined 10 dimensions to 5 dimensions in order to test 

the service quality. These five dimensions of service quality are tangibles, reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Researchers believe that the SERVQUAL 

scale is an important and reliable scale for measuring service quality (Lovelock, 1996; 

Petrick, 2003, 2004; Petrick & Li, 2006; Ryan, 1997; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1999; 

Williams & Buswell, 2003). Walker (2007) provided five ways to achieve success in 

service: “focus on the guest,” “understand the role of the guest-contact employee,” 

“weave a service culture into education and training systems,” “emphasize high-touch 
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instead of just high-tech,” and “thrive on change” (p.15). 

Teye and Leclerc (1998) said that the cruise industry could face more challenges 

than tourism service sectors because delivering high quality of service to customers is 

harder in the cruise industry. Oelkers (2007) believed that the cruise ship and the meals 

provided aboard ship are thought of as tangible attributes by customers. Gibson (2006) 

pointed out that customer service is a major factor in the cruise experience; customers 

expect to feel welcome and get personal service during the cruise tours. Furthermore, 

Gibson (2006) indicated that a cruise tour should be momentous and memorable, and 

cruise managers are challenged to provide customer service that achieves every 

customer’s expectations. Table 2.10 showed the five SERVQUAL dimensions. 

Table 2.10  

SERVQUAL Dimensions 

Dimension Definition 

Tangibles Appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and 

communication materials 

Reliability Ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately 

Responsiveness Willingness to help customers and to provide prompt service 

Assurance Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey 

trust and confidence 

Empathy Provision of caring individualized attention to customers 

Source : Buttle, F. (1996). SERVQUAL: review, critique, research agenda. European Journal of Marketing, 
30(a), 8-32.  

 
Involvement 

 Involvement has been explained as the perceived importance of a product and 

an unobservable state of motivation or interest (Zaichkowsky, 1985). Josiam, Kinley, 
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and Kim (2005) stated that involvement construct is one of the major psychographic 

aspect of consumer behavior. Dimanche and Havitz (1994) stated that involvement has 

been used to conduct research in leisure and tourism. In addition, involvement has been 

used to better understand the variables that influence customers’ decision-making 

process and their investigation for information; customers will do research before 

purchasing high-involvement products, and they might not look for information before 

purchasing a low-involvement product (Beatty, Kahle, & Homer, 1988; Clements & 

Josiam, 1995; Dimanche & Havitz, 1994; Goossens, 2000; Josiam, Smeaton, & 

Clements, 1998; Josiam, Kinley, & Kim, 2005; Laurent & Kapferer, 1985; Mittal, 1989; 

Zaichkowsky, 1985). For example, toothpaste is a low-involvement product because 

most customers do not spend a lot of time doing research before purchasing the 

product. Duman and Mattila (2005) stated that cruise vacations are high-involvement 

products. Cruise travelers will look for information and ask for recommendations from 

family and friends. Zaichkowsky (1985) pointed out that diverse kinds of responses are 

the result of working with different objects of involvement, and highlighted three 

domains in involvement: 

(a) The advertising domain: Involvement is connecting between messages of 

advertisement and customers. The function of involvement should make 

effective delivery of messages to customers. 

(b) The product domain: “Product Involvement” wants to make sure that 

understanding and relationship between product and customers are achieved. In 

addition, products will become necessary products to customers. 

(c) The purchase decision: customers will research the information of products 
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before they purchase them. 

Zaichkowsky (1985) also provided four results by using an involvement scale.  

(a) The customers who have a higher score in the involvement scale pay more 

attention to information about products. 

(b) High involvement customers prefer to evaluate the available alternatives. 

(c) Higher involvement score customers will search product information; therefore, 

they are aware of the differences of brands. High involvement customers will 

have more knowledge of brands. 

(d) High involvement customers will have stronger beliefs in their favorite brands. 

Researchers believe that the results of the Involvement Measuring Scale of 

Zaichkowsky (1985) and Laurent and Kapferer (1985) help people understand the 

relationship between levels of involvement and travel motivations (Beatty, Kahle, & 

Homer, 1988; Clements & Josiam, 1995; Goossens, 2000; Josiam, Smeaton, & 

Clements, 1999; Mittal, 1989). However, because of the limitation of length, French 

language and the inclusion of multiple subscales in Laurent and Kapferer’s scale, the 

Zaichowsky scale were used by Josiam, Kinley and Kim (2005) in the study of 

involvement and the tourist shopper, and by Josiam, Smeaton, and Clements (1998) in 

the study of involvement and travel motivation and destination. According to Foxall and 

Pallister (1998) and Josiam, Smeaton, and Clements (1998), researchers think the 

Personal Involvement Inventory (PII) has high reliability and validity. 

Cultural Differences 

 March (1997) researched the traveling behavior of five nationalities of Asian 

travelers (Indonesian, Thai, Taiwanese, Korean, and Japanese). He found three main 
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similarities:  

(a) Preferring group rather than individual travel  

(b) Wanting to have luxury and brand-name shopping experiences  

(c) Disliking giving direct feedback to the service provider about service quality  

Mok and DeFranco (1999) asserted that Chinese tourists have several characters; for 

example, shopping facilities and diverseness are important; providing “face enhancing” 

services to Chinese consumers will touch their hearts; and offering a variety and large 

number of products and services will impress them. Gilbert and Tsao (2000) said that 

the countries of Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, Macau, and Singapore all belong to 

Chinese-culture territory. Those countries have similar cultural systems. Truong and 

King (2006) indicated that tourist behavior and decision-making had varied perceptions 

because of cultural differences. Chang (2008) identified characteristics of Chinese 

culture such as belonging to high-power distance culture, being family oriented, and 

paying attention to group interests and needs. Most Chinese also believe in authority, 

seniority practice, and respect for superiors and elders. Moreover, Chang (2008) 

pointed out that “Chinese (Taiwanese) people are sensitive to mien-tsu (face) and are 

heavily concerned with kuan-hsi (personal relationships) and jen-chin (human 

obligation, such as doing favors) in their interpersonal relationships” (Chang, 2008, p. 

112).  

Some researchers found that shopping, dining, city sightseeing, visiting historical 

places, amusement and theme parks, national parks, and casinos/gambling are the 

most popular destination activities and attractions for United States-bound Chinese 

travelers (Cai, Lehto, & O’Leary, 2001;Cai, O'Leary, & Boger, 2000). Qu and Im (2002) 
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pointed out that Southeast Asian travelers have higher levels of perception on attributes, 

for example, “a variety of attractive natural and scenic spots.” “a variety of rich cultural 

events and historical sites.” and “multi-cultural environment.” They also stated that 

different cultures have different considerations when taking a cruise. In addition, Jang, 

Yu, and Pearson (2003) showed that the top five leisure activities that attracted the 

participation of Chinese travelers to the United States included: 

1. Shopping 

2. Dining in restaurants 

3. Visiting amusement/Theme parks 

4. Visiting historical places 

5. Visiting casinos/gambling.  

 Chang (2008) said that 36% of Taiwanese residents traveled abroad, spending 

more than $8.6 million on trips in 2006. Qu and Im (2002) also stated that Taiwanese 

travelers had higher perceptions of “quality and value” and “attractions and 

environment” than Japanese and South Koreans. Chang (2008) identified three 

important values in Taiwanese society: group harmony, personal relationship and the 

sense of ki mo gi (a sense of self-esteem). Chang (2006) pointed out that the 

competitive pricing of outbound package tours and tour leaders’ service performances 

would meet Taiwanese travelers’ satisfaction.  

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend 

 Kotler, Bowen and Makens (2003) stated that “Customer loyalty measures how 

likely customers are to return and their willingness to perform partner activities for the 

organization” (p. 389). A satisfied customer might not become a loyal customer; 
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therefore, a loyal customer is more valuable than a satisfied customer. Selnes (1993) 

identified that the intention to revisit depended on a customer’s satisfaction with the 

products and services. Kandampully (2001) stated that a satisfied customer’s positive 

word-of-mouth communication would create more effective influence than an 

advertisement, and it would gain more potential customers (Danaher & Rust, 1996a). 

Researchers also provided many findings to prove that not only did cruise passengers 

demonstrate higher intentions to select cruise tours again, but also they were willing to 

share their positive cruise experiences with others (Petrick, 2004a, 2004b; Petrick & 

Park, 2007). Ping and Qu (1998) indicated that 86% of Hong Kong cruisers showed 

their interest in repeat cruising; “accommodation,” “entertainment .“ and “food and 

beverage” were the most significant variables to attracting Hong Kong cruisers to visit 

again (Table 2.11). According to the CLIA report, 55% of first-time cruisers would offer 

their recent cruise experiences to others (Table 2.11).  
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Table 2.11  

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend Cruise Tours 

 North American cruisers 
(2006) 

North American cruisers 
(2008) 

Hong Kong cruisers 
(1999) 

Intention to  take cruise tours again 79% 80% 86% 

Willingness to recommend cruise tours  55%  

Sources: Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA). (2006). The Cruise Industry: An Overview. (Marketing Edition). Cruise Lines International 
Association, New York; Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA). (2008). 2008 Cruise Market Profile Study. Retrieved March 2, 2009, 
from http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf; Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong 
cruise travelers’ motivation factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 23.

http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf�
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this chapter is to explain the methods and procedures used in 

sampling, data collection and data analysis. In order to answer the research questions 

and solve the research problems, this chapter includes sections on the method and 

procedures used in this study as follows: (a) introduction, (b) research design, (c) 

respondents, (d) instrumentation, (e) data collection, (f) data analysis, and (g) 

conclusion. 

Research Design 

 Cooper and Schindler (2003) point out that research design is a method to gain 

the answer to research questions through the plan and structure of investigation. The 

researcher assessed demographic information of Taiwanese outbound tourists who 

have taken North American cruise tours and investigated the factors that influenced the 

decision of Taiwanese customers to select North American cruise ship tours. 

Furthermore, this study examined the satisfaction of Taiwanese cruisers on American 

cruise ship tours, with regard to cruise ship accommodations and facilities, dining 

experiences and services. This inquiry used nonexperimental survey research involving 

the descriptive and correlation design. Descriptive statistics, which involve describing 

characteristics of a particular sample, is the most basic of the quantitative research 

methods (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). The correlational research design is a way to 

analyze data concerning the degree of the relationship between the variables being 

studied. One of the advantages of using questionnaires is low cost in time and money. 
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Also, using questionnaires is easier and faster than other ways to collect information 

from a large sample. 

Respondents 

The population of this study comprised Taiwanese tourists older than 18 years of 

age, and who have experienced North American cruise tours in the past 10 years. More 

than 400 respondents who experienced North American cruise tours participated in this 

study. Three hundred and fifty-two respondents completed surveys. The return rate was 

85.9%. 

Cooper and Schindler (2003) recommend using convenience sampling for 

researchers because of lower cost, greater accuracy of results, faster data collection 

and availability of population elements. The research respondents were a convenient 

sample in Taiwan. The sample was offered by travel agencies that are members of the 

Taipei Association of Travel Agents in Taiwan.  

Data Collection 

In this study, three stages of obtaining samples of Taiwanese cruisers were used.   

A. Travel agents: The researcher visited travel agencies that were cruise 

professionals in Taiwan during the three-month period from May 2008 to August 

2008. The researcher spoke to the owners or managers and presented a 

proposal. Afterward, those travel agents gave surveys to Taiwanese tourists who 

have taken North American cruise tours.  

B. Email: In order to gather more data, the researcher sent surveys to cruisers by 

email. The list of cruisers was provided by travel agents in Taiwan. 

C. Researcher: The researcher personally interviewed Taiwanese tourists who took 
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North American cruise tours from May 2008 to August 2008. 

The questionnaires were completed by Taiwanese cruisers themselves.  

Instrumentation 

 The researcher developed the questionnaire for this study by tailoring the needs 

of the Taiwanese population. The instrument consisted of five parts that explored: (a) 

pre-trip push and pull motivations that influenced the decision to select an American 

cruise ship experience, (b) involvement with North American cruise experience, (c) post-

trip satisfaction, (d) referral and repurchase intention, and (e) demographics.  

 The original questionnaire was in English, which was then translated into 

Chinese. Taiwanese cruisers whose native language is Mandarin were given the survey 

for the pilot study to test the validity. Beyond that, the forward-and-backward translation 

was done to maintain the conceptual validity. The Chinese questionnaire was pretested 

with some Taiwanese cruisers in order to prevent language errors. A back-translation 

process was applied to address any issues of miscommunication because of language 

issues.  

Multiple scales, drawn from the literature, in tourist motivation, involvement, 

service quality evaluation, and satisfaction were utilized. The researcher adopted 

motivation factors as follows: 

(a) “Travel motivations of Japanese overseas travelers: a factor-cluster 

segmentation approach” by Cha, McCleary, and Uysal (1995). For example, 

“relax.” “knowledge.” “adventure.” “family and sports.” 

(b) “Motivations for pleasure vacation” by Crompton (1979). For example, “escape.” 

“exploration,” “relaxation,” “prestige and enhancement of kinship relationship.” 
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(c) “Measuring tourist satisfaction by attribute and motivation: The case of a nature-

based resort” by Fodness (1994). For example, “knowledge”. 

(d) “Motivations, participation, and preference: a multi-segmentation approach of the 

Australian nature travel market” by Lang and O’Leary (1997). For example, 

“escape and entertained”, “family oriented”, and “relax”. 

(e) “Understanding vacation destination choice through travel motivation and 

activities” by Moscardo, Morrison, Pearce, Lang and O’Leary (1996). For 

example, “escape,” “self-development/self-esteem,” “family and physical 

activity.”  

The researcher adapted the questionnaires from one originally developed by 

Parasuraman and Zeithaml (“SERVQUAL: A multiple-item scale for measuring 

consumer perceptions of service quality,” 1985). The questions were adapted from the 

five identified dimensions of the SERVQUAL scale: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, 

assurance and empathy. For example, “Are the hotel’s facilities attractive?”, “Is my 

television repaired right the first time”, “When there’s a problem, does the firm resolve it 

quickly?”, “How easy is it for me to talk to a supervisor when I have a problem?”, and 

“When I have complaint, is the manager willing to listen to me?” by Lovelock (1996). 

The researcher based the questionnaire adapted originally developed by 

Zaichkowsky (“Measuring the involvement construct,” 1985) and Josiam et al. (2005). 

The version used in this study was the same as the scales adapted by Josiam, Kinley 

and Kim to measure the Involvement levels of tourists.  

 In this study, the survey comprised six parts: (a) rate the importance of various 

factors when making a decision to select North America cruise tours, (b) rate the 
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importance of various satisfaction factors after taking North America cruise tours, (c) 

rate semantic differential scale measuring involvement, (d) rate the agreement of 

various factors about information that was given before the trip, (e) give demographic 

information, and (f) complete open-ended questions. 

Factors of Selecting North American Tours 

 In Part 1, the survey consisted of two sections: (A) Section 1 asked the 

respondents to rate “How important were each of the following items when you decided 

to take this North America cruise trip?” by using a 5-point scale. Eight motivation factors 

required respondents to circle the appropriate level of importance. The eight factors 

included: escape, relaxation, adventure, prestige, knowledge, novelty, environment and 

scenery, and activities. (B) Section 2 asked the respondents to rate “How important 

were each of the following when deciding to take this North America cruise trip?” by 

using a 5-point scale. The anchors of this scale are: 1 = unimportant, 2 = somewhat 

important, 3 = important, 4 = more/very important and 5 = extremely important.  

Satisfaction Factors 

 In Part 2, the survey asked the respondents to rate “How satisfied were you with 

each of these experiences when you took North American cruise?” by using a 5-point 

scale. Three areas were addressed: cruise-ship accommodations and facilities, dining 

experience, and service. The respondents were required to circle the appropriate level 

of importance. The anchors of this scale were: 1 = extremely dissatisfied, 2 = 

dissatisfied, 3 = neutral, 4 = satisfied, 5 = extremely satisfied.  
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Involvement Levels 

 The survey asked the respondents to rate their experience using a 10-item 

bipolar scale adapted from the original Zaichkowsky involvement scale. Respondents 

were asked to circle which best indicated for the statement “To me, experiencing a 

cruise trip in North America is?” A seven-point scale was used in this. Indicating the 

lowest level of involvement was “1”and Indicating the highest level of involvement was 

“7”. Every respondent’s involvement scores were added and mean was calculated. 

Unimportant  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Important  
Boring  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting 

Means nothing to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Means a lot to me 
Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable 

Not beneficial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beneficial 
Irrelevant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Relevant 

Unexciting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting 
Unappealing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Appealing 
Nonessential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Essential 

Unwanted 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Wanted 
 

Information Factors 

 The survey asked the respondents to rate “How useful was the following 

information that was given before your trip?” by using a 5-point scale. The anchors of 

this scale were: 1= extremely useless, 2 = useless, 3 = neutral, 4 = useful, 5 = 

extremely useful, and NR = never received (NR). 

Demographic Data 

 Demographics included: age, gender, education, occupation, marital status, 

ethnicity, purpose of traveler’s cruise trip, destination of traveler’s cruise trip last time, 

monthly income of household family, willingness to return for a North American cruise 

trip, cruise company selected this time, number of people in traveler’s group, and 
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purpose of traveler’s cruise trip. 

Open-Ended Questions 

 Open-ended questions were also utilized to enable tourists to give in-depth 

responses. Two open-ended questions were as follows:  

• “What did I really enjoy about this trip? “ 

• “What did I dislike about this trip? What recommendations do you suggest for 

improving the cruise experience for Taiwanese visitors/cruisers?” 

Data Analysis 

 I used SPSS to analyze data in this study. The following statistical techniques 

were used as follows: 

Reliability Analysis 

Reliability analysis was used to examine all items that contribute to high internal 

reliability, such as motivation factors and satisfaction items. Cronbach’s alpha (α) is the 

most common way to use for reliability measures. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha was 

used to examine the reliability of several factors relating to push and pull motivation and 

satisfaction items.   

Descriptive Analysis 

 Descriptive analysis was used to find out the frequency and percentage of 

demographic variables, for example, gender, marital status, age, income, employment 

status and Taiwanese cruisers travel profiles. A frequency table showing frequencies 

and percentages was able to describe the sample I obtained. The following research 

questions were analyzed by descriptive analysis: 

(a) What are the demographic characteristics and travel patterns of Taiwanese 
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cruisers? 

(b) What are the Taiwanese‘s cruisers intention to return and willingness to 

recommend the North American cruise tours? 

(c) What are the Taiwanese cruisers willingness to recommend the North American 

cruise tours? 

Mean Score 

 Mean score was used to find the important levels of motivation and information 

sources. Mean score also showed the level of satisfaction of Taiwanese customers on 

North American cruise ship tours, with regard to cruise ship accommodations and 

facilities, dining experiences and services. Mean score was used to analyze the 

following research questions: 

(a) What are the top ranking motivation factors of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise-ship tours? 

(b) What are the ranking information sources of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise-ship tours? 

(c) What are the satisfaction ratings of Taiwanese cruisers in cruise-ship 

accommodations and facilities? 

(d) What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in services? 

(e) What is the level of involvement of Taiwanese cruisers? 

One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA ) 

 One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analysis the differences of 

three or more groups, such as the relationships between demographic and “Overall 

satisfaction with North American cruise experience.” One-way ANOVA was used to 
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analyze the following research questions: 

(a) What is the important of demographic factors in Taiwanese cruisers’ overall 

satisfaction with North American cruise experiences? 

(b) What are the relationships between involvement level and key factors of 

motivation? 

Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis was employed for decreasing the number of variables and finding 

out the key factors. In this study, factor analysis was used to know the dimensions of 

motivations that influence Taiwanese travelers to select North American cruise tours. 

The Principal Components of Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation (Orthogonal) was 

used to analyze the 20 push motivational items. 

 Factor analysis was used to analyze the following research question: 

What are the motivators that influence Taiwanese cruisers in making the decision to 

select North American cruise ship tours? 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

Introduction 

 This chapter provides a discussion of the data used in this study. The findings are 

arranged by research objectives and answer the research questions. 

Results 

Pre-purchase: Demographics, Past Experiences, 
Motivations and Information Source 

 
 OBJECTIVE 1: Determine the demographic profile of Taiwanese travelers on 

North American Cruises 

 Research Question 1: What are the demographic characteristics and travel 

patterns of Taiwanese cruisers? 

Demographic Characteristics 

Gender and Age  

There were 352 respondents completing the surveys, and all respondents were 

Taiwanese. Table 4.1 showed that 58% of respondents were female, and 42% of 

respondents were male. All respondents’ ages were older than 18 years. Table 4.1 

illustrated that the ages were grouped into seven divisions. Twelve point five percent 

(12.5%) of respondents’ ages were from 1 to 29 years old. The group of 30 to 39 years 

totaled 17.6%. Respondents aged 40 to 49 years totaled 17.3%. The age group of 50 to 

59 years totaled 21.9%. The biggest group included respondents aged 60 to 69 years 

(20.5%). About 9.7% of respondents were between the ages of 70 and 79 years. The 

last group included respondents who were 80 years old and older (2.3%). 
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Ethnicity and Marital Status  

 All of the respondents were Taiwanese. Most respondents were married (80.6%). 

Employment Status and Monthly Household Income  

 Table 4.1 showed the employment status of Taiwanese cruisers, who were 

grouped into six categories. A total of 22.7% of respondents were company employed; 

23.3% of respondents were retired; 24.1% of respondents were homemakers; 16.2% 

were self-employed; 7.1% were students. According to Taiwanese cruisers’ monthly 

income, Taiwanese cruisers were grouped into six categories. The monthly income level 

of more than NT$150,000, the highest income represented, constituted the highest 

percentage (30.4%). In the second rank came monthly incomes of NT$110,000 to 

NT$149,999 (23.3%). In the third rank came monthly incomes of NT$60,000 to 

NT$89,999 (18.5%), while 17.3% of respondents had monthly incomes from NT$90,000 

to NT$109,999, and 10.5% of respondents had monthly incomes from NT$30,000 to 

NT$59,999 (currency exchange rate in May 2008, US$1 = NT$30). 

Highest Level of Education  

Table 4.1 showed the levels of education of Taiwanese cruisers, who were 

grouped into six categories: lower than high school level, high school level, associate 

degree level, bachelor’s degree level, master’s degree level and doctorate/professional 

degree level. In this study, most respondents had a bachelor’s degree (36.9%); 18.5% 

had an educational level lower than high school diploma; 15.1% respondents had high 

school diplomas; 14.2% of respondents had master’s degrees; and 13.6% of 

respondents had associate’s degrees. 

In the summary, half of the respondents were female (58%) and half of them 
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were male (42%) in the gender of respondents. More than half of the respondents were 

older than 50 years of age (54.4%). All the respondents were Taiwanese. More than 

four-fifths of the respondents were married (80.6%). Two-thirds of the respondents were 

company employed, retired, or home makers (70.1%). More than half of the 

respondents had monthly household incomes between NT$110,000 to NT$150,000+ 

(53.7%). More than half of the respondents had a bachelor’s degree or higher (52.8%). 

Table 4.1  

Demographic Profile of Taiwanese Cruise Travelers 

Variable N (352) Valid % 

Gender   

    Male 148 42.0 

    Female 204 58.0 

Age   

    0-29 38 10.8 

    30-39 62 17.6 

    40-49 61 17.3 

    50-59 77 21.9 

    60-69 72 20.5 

    70-79 34 9.7 

    80 Above 8 2.3 

Ethnicity   

   Taiwanese 352 100.0 

 (table continues) 
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Table 4.1 (continued.) 
Variable N (352) Valid % 

Marital status     

    Married 283 80.4 

    Single 68 19.3 

Employment status     

    Company employed 80 22.7 

    Self-employed 57 16.2 

    Retired 82 23.3 

    Student 25 7.1 

    Homemaker 85 24.1 

    Other 23 6.5 

Monthly household income     

   NT$30,000 to NT$59,999 37 10.5 

   NT$60,000 to NT$89,999 65 18.5 

   NT$90,000 to NT$109,999 61 17.3 

   NT$110,000 to NT$149,999 82 23.3 

     over NT$150,000 107 30.4 

 (table continues) 
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Table 4.1 (continued.) 
Variable N (352) Valid % 

Highest level of education   

    Lower than high school 65 18.5 

    High school 53 15.1 

    Associate degree 48 13.6 

    Bachelor’s degree 130 36.9 

    Master’s degree 50 14.2 

    Doctorate/professional degree 6 1.7 

    Note: * currency exchange rate in May 2008, US$1 = NT$30. 
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Cruise Travel Profile of Taiwanese Cruisers 

First Time vs. Repeat Cruisers  

Table 4.2 showed that 75.3% of respondents were first time cruisers and 24.7% 

of respondents were repeat cruisers. 

Location of First Cruise Experience  

 Table 4.2 demonstrated that 31.1% of respondents chose their first cruise 

experience in Asia. Twenty-two point two percent (22.2%) of respondents chose their 

first cruise experience to be in North America. Eighteen point nine percent (18.9%) of 

respondents chose their first cruise experience to be in Europe. One point one percent 

(1.1%) of respondents chose their first cruise experience to be in Australia. 

Purpose of Cruise Trip  

 Table 4.2 showed that 86.1% of respondents took a cruise trip because of 

vacation /leisure purpose; 7.1% of respondents took a cruise trip to visit friends and 

family; 4% of respondents took a cruise trip sponsored by a business; 2.8% of 

respondents took a cruise trip because of getting married or as a honeymoon. 

Destination of Cruise  

 Table 4.2 showed that 64.5% of respondents chose Alaska to be their cruise 

destination; 12.8% chose Mexico/South America; 9.7% chose the Caribbean; 3.7% 

chose Hawaii.  

In the summary, the fifth part of the survey identified the cruise travel profile of 

the respondents. First, more than three fourths of the respondents were on a cruise for 

a first time (75.3%). Second, almost one third of repeat cruisers had chosen Asia to be 

their first cruise trip (31.1%). Both North America (22.2%) and Europe (18.9%) had been 
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chosen by Taiwanese cruisers to be their first cruise trip. Third, vacation and leisure 

were the reasons for which most respondents chose cruise trips (86.1%). Finally, Alaska 

was selected as one of the most popular destinations for Taiwanese cruisers in North 

America (64.5%).   

Table 4.2  

Cruise Travel Profile of Taiwanese Cruisers 

Travel Profile N (352) Valid % 

First time vs. repeat cruisers   

    First time on cruise 265 75.3 

    Have been on cruise before 87 24.7 

Location of first cruise experience   

    Asia 28 31.1 

    Europe 17 18.9 

    Australia 1 1.1 

    North-America 38 22.2 

    Other 6 6.7 

Purpose of cruise trip   

    Vacation/leisure 303 86.1 

    Get married/honeymoon 10 2.8 

    Visit friends & family 25 7.1 

    Sponsored by business 14 4.0 

 (table continues) 
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Table 4.2 (continued.) 
Travel Profile N (352) Valid % 

Destination of cruise   

    Alaska 227 64.5 

    Caribbean 34 9.7 

    Mexico/ South America 45 12.8 

    Hawaii 13 3.7 

    Others 33 9.4 

 

 OBJECTIVE 2: Identify the push-pull factors that influence the decision of 

Taiwanese travelers to select North American cruise ship tours 

 Research Question 2: What are the top ranking motivational factors of Taiwanese 

cruisers to select North American cruise ship tours? 

Motivation Factor 

Respondents were asked to give ratings on a 5-point Likert scale in which 1 

indicated “unimportant,” 2 indicated “somewhat important,” 3 indicated “important,” 4 

indicated “more/very important.” and 5 indicated “extremely important.” Table 4.3 

showed the mean scores of motivations ordered by importance. The reason most 

Taiwanese cruisers selected North American cruise ship tours was “To enjoy the 

beautiful environments and scenery” (M = 4.26). Four items’ mean values were more 

than 4. It showed respondents agreed those four items were “more/very important” or 

“extremely important” to them.  

Table 4.3 showed the mean scores of the important of motivation influencing 

Taiwanese cruisers to choose North American cruise tour. In table 4.4, the mean scores 
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of push motivational factors (20 items) are ranked by importance. The top ranked push 

factor was “To see and experience a new destination(s)” (M = 4.09). Most items’ (16 

items) mean values were more than 3. It showed that respondents agreed most items 

were “more/very important” or “extremely important” to them. Three items had mean 

values from 2.99 to 2.01; it showed respondents agreed they were “important.” Only one 

item, “To enjoy the casino experience,” had a mean value of 1.99; it showed that 

respondents agreed it was “somewhat important.“ In Table 4.5, the mean scores of pull 

motivational factors (4 items) were ordered by importance. The top ranked pull factor 

was “To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery” (M = 4.26). All of pull items’ 

mean values were more than 3.63; it showed respondents agreed all pull items were 

“more/very important” or “extremely important” to them. Total reliability alpha (α) of push 

factors was 0.903. Total reliability alpha of pull factors was 0.693.  
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Table 4.3  

Mean Scores of the Importance of Motivation Influencing Taiwanese Cruisers to Choose 
North American Cruise Tour 

Motivation (N = 352)  Means Rank 

To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery 4.26 1 

To enjoy high quality tourist services 4.17 2 

To see and experience a new destinations 4.09 3 

To be together with my family 4.00 4 

To enjoy luxurious experiences 3.98 5 

I can visit different places in one trip 3.87 6 

To enjoy different cuisines 3.83 7 

To discover new things 3.72 8 

To experience a new form of transportation 3.68 9 

I have reached a stage in life where I can afford a luxurious 

cruise experience 
3.68 9 

Always wanted to take cruise 3.66 11 

Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = unimportant to 5 = extremely 
important. 
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Table 4.4  

Ranking of Push Motivational Factors 

Motivation (N = 352)  Means Rank 

To see and experience a new destination(s) 4.09 1 

To be together with my family 4.00 2 

To enjoy luxurious experiences 3.98 3 

I can visit different places in one trip 3.87 4 

To enjoy different cuisines 3.83 5 

To discover new things 3.72 6 

To experience a new form of transportation 3.68 7 

I have reached a stage in life where I can afford a luxurious 
cruise experience  
 

3.68 7 

To travel with friends 3.64 9 

To talk about trip after returning home 3.63 10 

To reduce stress 3.58 11 

To escape from the routine of work or life 3.57 12 

To have fun in cruise activities and facilities (spa, gym) 3.37 13 

To meet new friends (on ship or in new destination) 3.31 14 

To enjoy shows and entertainments 3.25 15 

To go places my friends/relatives have not visited 3.05 16 

To travel the place friend recommend 2.99 17 

To look for excitement 2.68 18 

To visit friends or family who live in the Unite States 2.01 19 

To enjoy the casino experience 1.99 20 
      Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = unimportant to 5 = extremely important. 
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Table 4.5  

Ranking of Pull Motivational Factors 

Motivation (N = 352)  Means Rank 

To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery 4.26 1 

To enjoy high quality tourist services 4.17 2 

Always wanted to take cruise 3.66 3 

All-inclusive tour (transportation, accommodation,  
meals, and sightseeing) 3.63 4 

Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = unimportant to 5 = extremely 
important. 
 

Post-purchase: Satisfaction, Involvement, and 
Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend 

 
 Research Question 3: What are the motivators that influence Taiwanese cruisers 

in making the decision to select North American cruise-ship tours? 

Motivation Factor Analysis 

Principal component factor was used to analyze the tourists’ motivation factors by 

researchers (Cha et al., 1995; Fodness, 1994; Kim & Prideaux, 2005; Yoon & Uysal, 

2005). Cronbach’s alpha (α) should be one of the most common methods used to 

measure the reliability. Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) suggested that the standard 

value of Chronbach’s alpha is higher than 0.70. In this study, the Principal Component 

Factor with Varimax Rotation (Orthogonal) procedures was used to identify the 

underlying factors that pushed and motivated Taiwanese travelers to select their North 

America cruise trips. Twenty push factors were condensed to five core factors which the 

researcher named as “knowledge,” “adventure,” “prestige,” “escape,” and “family time” 

(Table 4.6).  
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Factor 1: Knowledge. Three questions were grouped in “knowledge” factor:   “To 

experience a new form of transport” (factor loading = 0.699); “To discover new things” 

(factor loading = 0.661); and “To see and experience new things and destinations” 

(factor loading = 0.803). The reliability alpha (α) for “knowledge” factor was 0.832.   

Factor 2: Adventure. Five of questions were grouped in “adventure” factor: “To 

enjoy different cuisines” (factor loading = 0.681); “Have fun in cruise activities and 

facilities” (factor loading = 0.740); “To enjoy shows and entertainments” (factor loading = 

0.574); “I can visit different places in one trip” (factor loading = 0.576) and “To enjoy 

luxurious experiences” (factor loading = 0.656). The reliability alpha for “adventure” 

factor was 0.841.   

Factor 3: Prestige. Four of questions were grouped in “prestige” factor: “To meet 

new friends on ship or in new destination” (factor loading = 0.613), “To travel the place 

friends recommend” (factor loading = 0.762), “Go places my friends/relatives have not 

visited” (factor loading = 0.771) and “To talk about trip after returning home” (factor 

loading = 0.607). The reliability alpha for “prestige” factor was 0.835.   

Factor 4: Escape. Five of questions were grouped in “escape” factor: “To visit 

friends or family who live in the United States” (factor loading = 0.614), “To escape from 

the routine of work or life” (factor loading = 0.662), “To look for excitement” (factor 

loading=0.519), “Reduce stress” (factor loading = 0.673) and “To enjoy the casino 

experience” (factor loading = 0.546). The reliability alpha (α) for “escape” factor was 

0.679.   

Factor 5: Family time. Three of questions were grouped in “family time” factor:   

“Together with my family” (factor loading = 0.764), “To travel with friends” (factor loading 
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= 0.643) and “Reached a stage in life where I can afford a luxurious cruise experience” 

(factor loading = 0.676). The reliability alpha for “family time” factor was 0.681.   

In conclusion, the reliability coefficients for push factors ranged from 0.679 to 

0.835. Total reliability alpha (α) was 0.903. All factors were reliable. The eigenvalues 

suggested that a five-factor solution explained 65.41% of the overall variance. Table 4.6 

showed that “See and experience a new destination” had the highest mean score (M = 

4.09). “Go places my friends/relatives have not visited” had highest factor loading 

(0.771). “Prestige” factor had the highest α value (0.835). “Escape” factor had the lowest 

α value (0.679). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was 0.872, which was indicated 

the results of factor analysis acceptability. The reliability alpha (α) for five factors was 

0.903. The percentage of total variance explained was 65.41% (Table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6   

Principal Components Factor Analysis for Push Motivation 

PUSH FACTOR ANALYSIS (α = .903) Factor 
loading 

% of  
variance 

M 

Factor 1: Knowledge (α = .832)  15.42  

    Experience a new form of transportation 0.699  3.68 

    Discover new things 0.661  3.72 

    See and experience a new destination(s) 0.803  4.09 

Factor 2: Adventure (α = .841)  14.22  

    To enjoy different cuisines 0.681  3.83 

    Have fun in cruise activities and facilities (spa, gym) 0.740  3.37 

    To enjoy shows and entertainments 0.574  3.25 

    I can visit different places in one trip 0.576  3.87 

    To enjoy luxurious experiences 0.656  3.98 

Factor 3: Prestige (α = .835)  13.44  

    To meet new friends (on ship or in new destination) 0.613  3.31 

    Travel the place friends recommend 0.762  2.99 

    Go places my friends/relatives have not visited 0.771  3.05 

    Talk about trip after returning home 0.607  3.63 

Factor 4: Escape (α = .679)  11.47  

     Visit friends or family who live in the United States 0.614  2.01 

     Escape from the routine of work or life 0.662  3.57 

     To look for excitement 0.519  2.68 

     Reduce stress 0.673  3.58 

     To enjoy the casino experience 0.546  1.99 

Factor 5: Family time (α = .681)  10.84  

    Together with my family 0.764  4.00 

    Travel with friends 0.643  3.64 

    Reached a stage in life where I can afford a luxurious 
      cruise experience 

0.676  3.68 

% of total variance explained (65.41%)    
Note: KMO = .872. *Criteria based on a 5-point scale, from 1=unimportant to 5=extremely important.  
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Research Question 4: What are the ranking information sources of Taiwanese 

cruisers to select North American cruise-ship tours? 

Six recommendation factors were condensed to two core factors which the 

researcher named as “media influence” and “people influence” (Table 4.7).  

Factor 1: Media Influence. Four of questions were grouped to “media influence” 

factor: “Recommendation from Travel Magazine” (factor loading = 0.894), “Commercial 

advertisement TV/Radio” (factor loading = 0.992), “Movie/TV series” (factor loading = 

0.910) and “Internet” (factor loading = 0.920). The alpha coefficient (α) for “knowledge” 

factor was 0.832.   

Factor 2: People Influence. Two of questions were grouped to “people influence” 

factor: “Recommendation from Travel Agent” (factor loading = 0.843) and 

“Recommendation from family and friends” (factor loading = 0.832). The alpha 

coefficient (α) for “people influence” factor was 0.567.   

In the summary, the alpha coefficient (α) of recommendation factors was 0.932 

and 0.567 and the total α was 0.743. All recommendation factors were reliable. The 

eigenvalues imply that a five factors solution explained 79.3% of the overall variance. 

Table 4.5 showed that “Recommendation from family and friends” had the highest mean 

score (M = 3.09). “Commercial Advertisement TV/Radio” has highest (factor loading= 

0.922). “Media influence” factor had highest α value (0.932). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) Measure value was 0.817, which was indicated the result acceptability. The 

alpha coefficient (α) for two factors was 0.743. The percentage of total variance 

explained was 79.30% (Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.7   

Factor Analysis for Recommendation 

Recommendation factors (α =.743) Factor 
Loading 

% of  
variance 

M 

Factor 1: Media influence (α =.932)  55.48  

     Recommendation from travel magazine 0.894  2.46 

     Commercial advertisement (TV/radio) 0.922  2.31 

     Movie/TV series (Love Boat) 0.910  2.39 

     Internet (email, Website) 0.920  2.21 

Factor 2: People Influence (α =.567)  23.83  

     Recommendation from travel agent 0.843  3.17 

     Recommendation from family and friends 0.832  3.9 

% of variance explained (79.30%)    

Note: KMO = .817 *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = unimportant to 5 = 
extremely important. 
  

OBJECTIVE 3: Identify the satisfaction of Taiwanese customers on American 

cruise ship tours 

 Research Question 5: What are the satisfaction ratings of Taiwanese cruisers in 

cruise ship accommodations and facilities? 

Cruise Ship Accommodations and Facilities Satisfactions 

Respondents were asked to give ratings on a 5-point Likert scale in which 1 

indicated “extremely dissatisfied,” 2 indicated “dissatisfied,” 3 indicated “neutral,” 4 

indicated “satisfied,” and 5 indicated “extremely satisfied.” Table 4.8 shows the mean 

scores of satisfactions ordered by the most agreement of the top 10 rankings of cruise 

ship accommodations and facilities satisfactions by Taiwanese cruisers after they took 
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North American cruise-ship tours: “Size of cruise ship” (M = 4.18), “Views from other 

areas of ship” (M = 4.09), “Performance area-theater” (M = 4.0), “Availability of different 

activities and facilities” (M = 3.96), “Size of room /cabin” (M = 3.84), “Sport/fitness 

facilities” (M = 3.63), “Shopping/Duty Free stores” (M = 3.58), “Spa” (M = 3.32), “Casino” 

(M = 3.20),“Karaoke” (M = 3.09) and “Conference facilities” (M = 3.09).  

Table 4.8 showed the mean scores of the satisfaction of Taiwanese cruisers 

related to cruise-ship accommodations and facilities (14 items) ordered by the 

importance. The highest ranked item was “Size of cruise ship” (M = 4.18). All items’ 

mean values were more than 3. It showed respondents agreed that all items were 

“satisfied” or “extremely satisfied”. The standard deviation was used to measure the 

variability. All of values of standard deviation were less than 1; therefore, most 

respondents had similar selections (Table 4.8). 
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Table 4.8  

Mean Scores of the Satisfaction of Taiwanese Cruisers in the Cruise Ship 
Accommodations and Facilities 

Satisfaction (N = 352)  Rank M SD 

Size of cruise ship 1 4.18 .677 

Views from other areas of ship 2 4.09 .876 

Performance area (theater) 3 4.00 .768 

Availability of different activities and facilities 4 3.96 .778 

Size of room/cabin 5 3.84 .912 

Sport/fitness facilities 6 3.63 .743 

Shopping/Duty Free Stores 7 3.58 .795 

Spa 8 3.32 .742 

Casino 9 3.20 .787 

Karaoke 10 3.09 .844 

Conference facilities 10 3.09 .625 

Note: *The criteria were based on a five-point scale, ranging from 1= extremely dissatisfied to 5 = 
extremely satisfied. 

 

 Research Question 6: What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in 

dining experiences? 

Dining Experience Satisfaction 

Respondents were asked to give rating on a 5-point Likert scale in which 1 

indicated “extremely dissatisfied,” 2 indicated “dissatisfied,” 3 indicated “neutral,” 4 

indicated “satisfied,” and 5 indicated “extremely satisfied.” Table 4.9 showed the mean 

scores of satisfactions ordered by the most agreement of the top 10 rankings of dining 
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experiences by Taiwanese cruisers who took North American cruise ship tours: 

“Cleanliness of facility” (M = 4.44), “Food choice/selection throughout cruise” (M = 4.28), 

“Hygiene and cleanliness of staff” (M = 4.26), “West food” (M = 4.20), “Fine dining” (M = 

4.17), “Menu variety (new menu everyday” (M = 4.10), “Buffet” (M = 3.97), “Overall food 

quality” (M = 3.97), “Special cuisine” (M = 3.96),“Entertainment in dining rooms” (M = 

3.86),“Fast food choice/selection” (M = 3.42), “Vegetarian food choice/selection” (M = 

3.05), “Japanese cuisine choice/selection” (M = 2.86) and “Chinese cuisine 

choice/selection” (M = 2.74). Table 4.9 also shows the mean scores of the satisfaction of 

Taiwanese cruisers with dining experiences, ordered by importance. The top ranked 

item was “Cleanliness of facility” (M = 4.33). Most items’ (12 items) mean values were 

more than 3. It showed respondents agreed most items were “satisfactory” or 

“extremely satisfactory” to them. Two items had mean values of 2.86 and 2.74, showing 

that respondents agreed they were “neutral.” Only three questions - “Vegetarian food 

choice/selection” (SD = 1.811), “Japanese cuisine choice/selection” (SD = 1.079) and 

“Chinese cuisine choice/selection” (SD = 1.049) -- had higher values of standard 

deviation; therefore, respondents might have different responses for those questions 

(Table 4.9). 
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Table 4.9  

Mean Scores of the Satisfaction of Taiwanese Cruisers with Dining Experiences 

Satisfaction (N = 352)  Rank M SD 

Cleanliness of facility 1 4.33 .585 

Hygiene and cleanliness of staff 2 4.27 .611 

Fine dining 3 4.17 .684 

Food choice/selection throughout cruise 4 4.16 .710 

Menu variety (new menu everyday) 5 4.10 .786 

Western food 6 3.97 .841 

Buffet  6 3.97 .869 

Overall food quality 6 3.97 .770 

Special cuisine 9 3.96 .715 

Entertainment in dining rooms 10 3.85 .846 

Fast food choice/selection 11 3.42 .848 

Vegetarian food choice/selection 12 3.05 1.811 

Japanese cuisine choice/selection 13 2.86 1.079 

Chinese cuisine choice/selection 14 2.74 1.049 

Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = extremely dissatisfied to  
           5 = extremely satisfied. 

 

 Research Question 7: What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in 

services? 

Service Satisfaction 

Respondents were asked to rate satisfaction with cruise services on a 5-point 

Likert scale in which 1 indicated “extremely dissatisfied,” 2 indicated “dissatisfied,” 3 
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indicated “neutral,” 4 indicated “satisfied,” and 5 indicated “extremely satisfied.” Table 

4.8 shows the mean scores of satisfaction ordered by the most agreement. The top 10 

services ranked by Taiwanese cruisers after taking a North American cruise ship tour 

were: “Atmosphere and comfort” (M = 4.19), “Safety and security” (M = 4.15), “Staff who 

are willing to assist customers” (M = 4.11), “Employees appeared knowledgeable and 

well trained” (M = 4.10), Experiencing new style of services” (M = 4.06), “Highly 

personalized service” (M = 4.03), “Hygiene and cleanliness of staff” (M = 4.26),“West 

food” (M = 4.20),“Fine dining” (M = 4.17), “A feeling of romance”(M = 3.97), “Choice of 

different on-board activities” (M = 3.97), “Cruise operator had your best interest at 

heart”(M = 3.96), “Consistent level of service throughout cruise” (M = 3.94), “Cruise 

operator performed service right the first time” (M = 3.93), “Choice of different shore 

activities” (M = 3.92), “Employees handled problems skillfully”(M = 3.63),“Free on-board 

guide and instruction for sight-seeing” (M = 3.47) and “Communication of staff” (M = 

2.56).  

Table 4.10 also showed the mean scores of the satisfaction of Taiwanese 

cruisers with cruise services, ordered by the importance. The top ranked item was 

“Atmosphere and comfort” (M = 4.19). Six items had mean values more than 4, showing 

that respondents agreed those items were “extremely satisfactory” to them. Eight items 

had mean values more than 3, showing that respondents agreed those items were 

“satisfactory” or “extremely satisfactory” to them. One item, “Communication of staff,” 

had a mean value of 2.56, showing that respondents agreed they were “dissatisfied.” 

Respondents might have different opinions about “Communication of staff” because of 

highest value of standard deviation (SD = 1.162). Two items, “Overall satisfaction with 
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North American cruise experience” (M = 4.13) and “Overall North American cruise tour 

is value for money” (M = 3.98) showed that respondents satisfied in North American 

cruiser tours’ services (Table 4.11).  

Table 4.10  

Mean Scores of the Satisfaction of Taiwanese Cruisers with Services 

Satisfaction (N = 352)  Rank M SD 

Atmosphere and comfort 1 4.19 .594 

Safety and security 2 4.15 .506 

Staff who are willing to assist customers 3 4.11 .674 

Employees appeared knowledgeable and well trained 4 4.10 .658 

Experiencing new style of services 5 4.06 .623 

Highly personalized service 6 4.03 .710 

Choice of different on-board activities 7 3.97 .669 

A feeling of romance 7 3.97 .669 

Cruise operator had your best interest at heart 9 3.96 .765 

Consistent level of service throughout cruise 10 3.94 .702 

Choice of different shore activities 11 3.92 .717 

Cruise operator performed service right the first time 12 3.79 .892 

Employees handled problems skillfully 13 3.62 .798 

Free on-board guide and instruction for sight-seeing 14 3.46 .911 

Communication of staff 15 2.56 1.162 

Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = extremely dissatisfied to 5 = 
extremely satisfied. 
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Table 4.11  

Overall  Satisfaction of Taiwanese Cruisers 

Satisfaction (N = 352)  M SD 

Overall satisfaction with North American cruise experience 4.13 .622 

Overall North American cruise tour is value for money 3.98 .795 

Note: *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = extremely dissatisfied to 5 = 
extremely satisfied. 
 

 Research Question 8: What is the Taiwanese cruisers’ overall satisfaction with 

North American cruise experience? 

Overall Satisfaction with North American Cruise Experience 

In the items, “Overall satisfaction with North American cruise experience” (M = 

4.13), “Overall North American cruise tour is value for money” (M = 3.98) showed that 

Taiwanese cruisers’ overall satisfaction with North American cruise experiences were 

high satisfaction (Table 4.11). In this study, one-way ANOVA was conducted to 

understand the relationship between overall satisfaction with North American cruise 

experience and demographics. There were three key assumptions for a one-way 

ANOVA: (a) random sampling and independent observation; (b) normal distribution of 

the dependent variables; (c) homogeneity of variances (Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 2003). 

In this study, Taiwanese travelers were asked to respond to the survey independently; 

therefore, the assumption of independent sampling was met. A convenient sample was 

used. Homogeneity of variance makes sure the variances in the populations from that 

the samples were collected are equal. In addition, Lavene’s test was used to analyze 

homogeneity of variance. All one-way ANOVAs met the homogeneity assumption. The 

dependent variables were: overall satisfaction with North American cruise experience, 
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involvement levels, and intention to return to North American cruise tours. The 

independent variables were: demographics, five key factors, and recommendation 

factors. 

 Table 4.12 showed the overall satisfaction on North American cruise did not 

have any statistically significant relationships with marital status (p = 0.501), age (p = 

0.284), education (p = 0.436), and income (p = 0.206). Nevertheless, statistically 

significant differences were found between genders (F (1,350) = 5.46, p = 0.035), first-

time versus repeat cruisers (F (1,350) = 5.90, p = 0.016), and recommendation (F 

(1,350) = 19.48, p = 0.000) (Table 4.12). 

Gender  

Table 4.12 shows the statistically significant different relationship between overall 

satisfaction with North American cruise experience and gender (F (1,350) = 4.46, p = 

0.035). Males (M = 4.21) were significantly more satisfied than females (M = 4.07) with 

North American cruise experience.   

First Time vs. Repeat Cruisers  

 Table 4.12 shows the statistically significant different relationship between overall 

satisfaction with North American cruise experience and cruisers, who were first time or 

repeat cruisers (F (1,350) = 5.90, p = 0.016). First-time cruisers (M = 4.17) were found 

to be significantly more satisfied than repeat cruisers (M = 3.99) with North American 

cruise experience 

Recommendation  

 The most statistically significant different relationship was between overall 

satisfaction with North American cruise experience and willing to recommend others to 
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take North American cruise tours (F (1,350) = 19.48, p = 0.000). Those cruisers who 

were willing to recommend to others (M = 4.16) were significantly more satisfied than 

who were not willing to recommend to others (M = 3.43). 

Table 4.12  

Overall Satisfaction with North American Cruise Experiences 

North American cruise experience N M F P 

Gender   4.459* .035 

    Male 148 4.21   

    Female 204 4.07   

Marital status   0.454 .501 

    Married 283 4.12   

    Single 68 4.18   

First time vs. repeat cruisers   5.904* .016 

    First time on cruise 265 4.17   

    Have been on cruise before 87 3.99   

Purpose of cruise trip   1.62 .184 

    Vacation/leisure 303 4.1   

    Get married/honeymoon 10 4.1   

    Visit friends & family 25 4.32   

    Sponsored by business 14 4.36   

Intention to visit again   9.410** .002 

    Would like to visit again 305 4.17   

    Would not like to visit again 47 3.87   
 Note: * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. *The criteria were based on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 = extremely 
dissatisfied to 5 = extremely satisfied. 
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 OBJECTIVE 4: Analyzing the involvement level of consumers and its influence 

on their tour choice. 

 Research Question 9: What is the level of involvement of Taiwanese cruisers? 

 In this study, the involvement construct was measured using a 10-item bipolar 

scale adapted from Josiam, Kinley, and Kim(2005), originally developed by Zaichowsky.  

All respondents were asked to complete the 10-item semantic differential scale that 

measured the level of involvement on 7-point scales. Each respondent chose a score of 

1 (the lowest involvement) through 7 (the highest involvement). According to earlier 

studies, the response scores were divided into three categories of low (scores of 1-

2.99), medium (scores of 3-4.99), and high (scores of 5-7) involvement. The alpha 

coefficient for the 10-item scale was 0.952. It was reliable. The mean value of 

involvement score was 2.85 (SD = 0.36).The value of median and model were 3, which 

were close to mean value (2.85). Researchers developed a method to find out the 

tourist involvement levels (Clements & Josiam, 1995; Josiam, Smeaton, & Clements, 

1999). Table 4.13 showed that medium involvement respondents totaled 52 (14.8%), 

and high involvement respondents totaled 300 (85.2%). Most respondents in this study 

were high-involvement. Total reliability alpha (α) of involvement scale items was 0.952. 

All items were reliable. 
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Table 4.13  

Involvement Levels of Cruisers 

 Low  
involvement  

(1-2.99) 
N (%) 

Medium  
involvement 

(3- 4.99) 
N (%) 

High  
involvement 

(5-7.00) 
N (%) 

Numbers and percentages 0 (0) 52 (14.8%) 300 (85.2%) 

Mean involvement score = 5.94    

Median involvement score = 6    

Model involvement score = 7    

Reliability of 10-item scale; alpha = 0.952    

 

 Research Question 10: What are the relationships between involvement level 

and key factors of motivation? 

 One-way ANOVA was conducted to understand the relationship between 

involvement levels and key factors of motivation. Table 4.14 shows that the involvement 

levels did not have any statistically significant relationships with escape factor (p = 

0.126), family time factor (p = 0.181), and media influence recommendation factor (p = 

0.432). However, the statistically significant differences were found between 

involvement levels and knowledge factor (F (1,350) = 22.94, p = 0.000), adventure 

factor (F (1,350) = 18.32, p = 0.000), prestige factor (F (1,350) = 18.21, p = 0.000), and 

people influence recommendation factor (F (1,350) = 15.34, p = 0.000) (Table 4.13). 

Knowledge Factor  

 Table 4.14 showed the statistically significant different relationship between 

involvement levels and knowledge factors of motivation (F (1,350) = 22.94, p = 0.000). 

Taiwanese cruisers, who were high involvement (M = 3.92) were significantly more 
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involved than medium involvement cruisers (M = 3.31) when they were motivated by 

knowledge factor.   

Adventure Factor  

 Table 4.14 showed the statistically significant different relationship between 

involvement levels and adventure factors of motivation (F (1,350) = 18.32, p = 0.000). 

High involvement Taiwanese cruisers (M = 3.75) were significantly more involved than 

medium involvement cruisers (M = 3.19) when they were motivated by adventure factor.   

Prestige Factor  

 Table 4.14 showed the statistically significant different relationship between 

involvement levels and prestige factors of motivation (F (1,350) = 18.21, p = 0.000). 

Taiwanese cruisers, who were high involvement (M = 3.35) were significantly more 

involved than medium involvement cruisers (M = 2.69) when they were motivated by 

prestige factor.   

People Influence Recommendation Factor  

 The most statistically significant different relationship was between involvement 

levels and people influence recommendation factors of motivation (F (1,350) = 15.34, p 

= 0.000). High involvement Taiwanese cruisers (M = 3.63) were significantly more 

involved than medium involvement cruisers (M = 3.01) by people influence 

recommendation.   
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Table 4.14  

The Relationships Between Involvement Level and Key Factors of Motivation and 
Recommendation 

Factors Medium 
involvement 

mean 

High 
involvement 

mean 

F P 

Push factors     

    Knowledge 3.30 3.91 22.94** .000 

    Adventure 3.19 3.74 18.32** .000 

    Prestige 2.69 3.35 18.21** .000 

    Escape 2.61 2.79  2.35 .126 

    Family time 3.62 3.80 1.80 .181 

Recommendation      

   Media influence 2.24 2.36 0.62 .432 

   People influence 3.01 3.63 15.34** .000 

Note: * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 
    

OBJECTIVE 5: Examining the intention to return and willingness to recommend North 

American cruise tours. 

 Research Question 11: What are the Taiwanese’s cruisers intention to return and 

willingness to recommend North American cruise tours? 

 Table 4.15 showed that 86.6% (305) of Taiwanese cruisers think they might 

revisit North American cruise tours. Most respondents (96%) were willing to recommend 

cruise tours. In this study, most Taiwanese cruisers who took North American cruise 

tours also recommend the tours.  
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Table 4.15  

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend North American Cruise Tours 

Intention and willingness Yes/No N (382) % 

Intention to take cruise tours Yes 305 86.6 

 No 47 13.4 

Willingness to recommend cruise tours Yes 338 96 

 No 14 4 

 

Summary 

 This chapter provided the findings of the research questions. The findings 

included Taiwanese cruisers’ demographics, travel patterns, motivation to take North 

American cruise ship tours, level of importance of information sources, level of 

satisfaction of Taiwanese cruisers on North American cruise ship tours with regard to 

cruise ship accommodations and facilities, dining experiences, and services, level of 

cruisers’ involvement, intention to return and willingness to recommend that Taiwanese 

travelers take North American cruise ship tours.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Introduction 

 The purpose of this chapter is to outline the findings in Chapter 4, and connect 

them with the objectives of this study. This chapter will indicate the implications of the 

research findings, the limitations, and the recommendations for future research. 

Research Objectives 

1. Determining the demographic profile of Taiwanese travelers who select North 

American cruise ship tours. 

2. Identifying the push-pull factors that influence the decision of Taiwanese travelers 

to select North American cruise ship tours. 

3. Identifying the satisfaction of Taiwanese customers on North American cruise-

ship tours, with regard to cruise ship accommodations and facilities, dining 

experiences, and services. 

4. Analyzing the involvement level of consumers and its influence on their tour 

choice. 

5. Examining the intention to return and willingness to recommend North American 

cruise tours. 

Research Questions 

1. What are the demographic characteristics and travel patterns of Taiwanese 

cruisers? 

2. What are the top ranking motivation factors of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise ship tours? 
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3. What are the motivators that influence Taiwanese cruisers in making the decision 

to select North American cruise ship tours? 

4. What are the ranking information sources of Taiwanese cruisers to select North 

American cruise ship tours? 

5. What are the satisfaction ratings of Taiwanese cruisers in cruise ship 

accommodations and facilities? 

6. What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in dinner experiences? 

7. What are the Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction ratings in services? 

8. What is the Taiwanese cruisers’ overall satisfaction with North American cruise 

experiences? 

9. What is the level of involvement of Taiwanese cruisers? 

10. What are the relationships between involvement level and key factors of 

motivation? 

11. What are the Taiwanese cruisers intention to return and willingness to 

recommend North American cruise tours? 

The Findings and Objectives of the Study 

 The Asian cruise market is a potential growth market in the future. The top three 

world cruise corporations, Carnival Corporation, Royal Caribbean Cruises, and Star 

Cruise Group, believe that the cruise market will be increasing in Asia (Carnival 

Corporation, 2007; Royal Caribbean International, 2007). Dowling (2006) also pointed 

out that China was a new fast-growing cruise market. The goal of this study was to 

identify the demographic variables, the profile of first time vs. repeat cruisers, the 

purpose of cruise trips, and the destination of cruises. This study also investigated the 
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pre-purchase motivational factors that influence Taiwanese travelers’ decisions on North 

American cruise ship tours. Additionally, this study identifies the post-purchase 

satisfaction with regard to cruise ship accommodations and facilities, dining 

experiences, and service. Furthermore, this study estimates the involvement level of 

consumers and its influence on their tour choices. Finally, it examines the intention to 

return and the willingness to recommend North American cruise tours. The findings of 

this study are willing to understanding how Taiwanese cruisers were motivated, what 

Taiwanese cruisers wanted, and why they felt satisfaction is important. Additionally, 

taking advantage of these findings will be toward cruise travel by customers in Asia. 

 This study was conducted in Taiwan. More than 400 Taiwanese cruisers who 

experienced North American cruise tours participated in this study. The sample was a 

convenience sample. A total of 352 Taiwanese cruisers who have taken North American 

cruise tours in past 10 years completed the surveys from May to August, 2008. The 

findings in Chapter 4 are linked with the objectives of this study as follows: 

Pre-purchase: Demographics, Past Experiences, Motivations and Information Source. 

Demographics and Past Experiences 

 The first research objective was to determine the demographic variables of 

Taiwanese cruisers and the cruisers’ past experiences on North American cruise tours. 

This study found that most Taiwanese cruisers were from 50 to 59 years old, married, 

and had the educational level of a bachelor’s degree or higher. The majority of 

Taiwanese cruisers were retired, homemakers, or company-employed with a monthly 

household income more than $4,000. In this study, most Taiwanese cruisers were first-

time cruisers with financial ability and were interested in Alaska cruise tours. 
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Furthermore, they were traveling for vacation or leisure. 

 The average age of American cruisers was 50 years old, which also reflected 

the age of this study’s sample. In the CLIA report and the study of Hong Kong cruisers 

and this study all pointed out that the majority of cruisers were married (CLIA, 2008; 

Qu & Ping, 1999). The comparisons of American cruisers, Hong Kong cruisers and 

Taiwanese cruisers in demographics and past experiences were shown in table 5.1. 

Furthermore, Taiwanese cruisers’ education levels (bachelor’s degree or higher) were 

higher than Hong Kong cruisers and North American cruisers. Most Taiwanese 

cruisers (64.5%) chose Alaska as their cruise destination. In 2008 CLIA report, 

Caribbean (43%) would be the top choice to visit and Alaska (25%) would be the 

second choice. In the opened-end questions, respondents’ answers also related to this 

result (Appendix A). Many respondents said that they liked beautiful environments and 

scenery (Appendix A). According to United Nations World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO), there had been a 50% growth in Taiwanese spending on the outbound 

trips, and Taiwan was predicted to be among the top 9 of the fastest-growing outbound 

markets (103%) in 2020. In the summary, this study’s findings would suggest the target 

of Taiwanese travelers in cruise market: higher education, married, and senior. In this 

study most cruisers were first-time cruisers (75.3%), showing that the Taiwanese 

cruise market was expanding.  
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Table 5.1  

Cruisers Demographics and Cruise Travel Profile 

 American cruisers (2008) Hong Kong cruisers (1999) Taiwanese cruisers 

Age Average 46 years old 25 to 34 years old (32%) 50 to 59 years old (21%) 

Household income Monthly $6,584 to $7,750 Monthly over $2,560 Monthly over $4,001 

Education Higher levels Middle school Bachelor’s degree or higher 

Status Married Married Married 

Occupation Full-time White-collar worker Retired, homemaker 

First time cruisers 43%  75.3% 

Purpose of cruise ship Visiting friends and relatives Relaxation Vacation/leisure 

Intention to visit again Yes (80%) Yes (86.6%) Yes (86.6%) 

Recommendation Yes (55%)  Yes (96%) 

Sources: Cruise Lines International Association, Inc. (CLIA). (2008). 2008 Cruise Market Profile Study. Retrieved March 2, 2009, 
from   http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf; Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong 
cruise travelers’ motivation factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 237.

http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf�
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Motivation 

The second research objective was to determine the motivational push and pull 

factors that influence Taiwanese travelers to select North American cruise tours. The 

findings of this study showed that Taiwanese travelers were motivated to choose North 

American cruise tours by both push and pull factors. Taiwanese cruisers declared their 

top rankings of travel motivation in North American cruise tours selection. The findings 

also indicated that the push and pull factors was a well-proven approach for clarifying 

tourism motivations (Dann,1977; Crompton, 1979; Fodness, 1994; Goossens, 2000; 

Josiam, Kinley & Kim, 2005; Kim et al., 2006; Teye & Leclerc, 2002 ; Kim et al., 2002). 

The findings identified that push factors had great impact on Taiwanese cruisers when 

they decided to take North American cruise tours. Tourists were pushed into making 

travel decisions by motivational variables such as escape, relaxation, adventure, 

prestige, knowledge and novelty. Tourists also were pulled by the benefits of service and 

destination area, such as cultural attractions, natural scenery and shopping services 

(Crompton, 1979; Cha et al., 1995; Oh et al., 1995; Hanqin & Lam, 1999; Josiam et al., 

2004; Kim et al., 2006). Realizing the importance of push and pull factors, as perceived 

by Taiwanese cruisers in selecting North American cruise tours, was important in 

increasing the growth of the North American cruise market.  

Based on the CLIA report, researchers found out that the top motivational factor 

of American cruisers was “Visiting friends and relatives” (83%) (CLIA, 2008). Qu and 

Ping (1999) indicated that the top ranked motivational factor of Hong Kong cruisers was 

“escape from normal life.” The result illustrated that Taiwanese cruisers were motivated 

by beautiful environments and scenery (M = 4.26).  
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The findings of demographic profiles showed 86.6% of Taiwanese cruisers 

choose “vacation/leisure” for the purpose of cruise trip and Alaska is the most popular 

cruising destination. Most Taiwanese travelers went traveling for sightseeing, recreation 

or vacation (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008). Many research showed that “ visiting 

amusement and theme parks” and “ sightseeing” were important attractions to 

Taiwanese travelers (Cai, Lehto, & O’Leary, 2001;Cai, O'Leary, & Boger, 2000; Jang, Yu 

& Pearson, 2003;Qu & Im, 2002)Therefore, it made sense to see some motivational 

factors on the top 10 lists, such as, “To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery,” 

“To see and experience a new destinations,” “I can visit different places in one trip,” “To 

enjoy different cuisines,” “To discover new things,” and “To experience a new form of 

transportation.”  

In relating to push and pull motives, a factor analysis of the 20 push factors 

resulted in five underlying dominances, which were “knowledge,” “adventure,” 

“prestige,” “escape”, and “family time.” These five factors significantly influence 

Taiwanese cruisers to take North American cruise tours. The findings suggest that 

Taiwanese cruisers who selected North American cruise tours are likely to consider 

North American cruise tours that meet their needs. These findings were also seen in 

some of the open-ended responses (Appendix A). “To see and experience a new 

destination,” “To enjoy luxurious experiences,” “To talk about trip after returning home,” 

“To reduce stress,” and “To be together with my family.” 

Jang, Yu, and Pearson (2003) provided the top five leisure activities that draw 

Chinese travelers to the United States. “Visiting casinos” was the fifth. However, the 

findings of motivation factors also showed most Taiwanese cruisers agreed that “To 
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enjoy the casino experience” was “unimportant” or “somewhat important” ( M= 1.99). 

The responses of open-end questions also proved this point (Appendix A). Some 

respondents said that they were not interested to go gambling during cruise tours. The 

findings revealed that Taiwanese cruisers had different thoughts than other Chinese 

travelers. 

Table 5.2 presented some important motivations of Hong Kong cruisers, 

Taiwanese cruisers, and North American cruisers when they decided to take cruise 

tours. Destination ranked as the top motivational factor for North American cruisers. 

“Escape from normal life” ranked as the top motivational factor for Hong Kong cruisers. 

“To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery” ranked as the top motivational factor 

for Taiwanese cruisers. Table 5.2 also showed that cruiser motivational factors differ by 

regions or culture. In conclusion, Taiwanese cruisers had motivational factors similar to 

those of North American cruisers. Taiwanese cruisers will be motivated by beautiful 

environments and scenery and they were looking for cruise tours as vacation and 

leisure tours.
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Table 5.2  

Cruisers Motivation Factors 

Rank American cruisers (2006) Hong Kong cruisers (1999) Taiwanese cruisers (2008) 

1 The destination Escape from normal life To enjoy the beautiful environments and 
scenery 

2 Price Social gathering To enjoy high quality tourist services 

3 Best opportunity to relax and 
unwind 

Beautiful environment and 
scenery 

To see and experience a new 
destinations 

4 Convenience Cultural understanding To be together with my family 

5 Sightseeing opportunities Social status To enjoy luxurious experiences 

6 Unique experience Business purpose I can visit different places in one trip 

7 Fit my vacation schedule/days 
available 

Health and exercise To enjoy different cuisines 

8 Activities available Self-discovery To discover new things 

9 The particular cruise ship   To experience a new form of 
transportation 

10 Good programs for children and 
family 

 I have reached a stage in life where I 
can afford a luxurious cruise experience 

Sources: CLIA. (2006).CLIA 2006 cruise market profile report of findings. Retrieved March, 2009, from http://www.cruising.org/press/research/ 
2006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf; Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong cruise travelers’ motivation 
factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 237. 
 

http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
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Information Sources 

The findings of this study showed that “Recommendation from family and friends” 

was the most important information source for Taiwanese travelers when selecting North 

American cruise tours. Walker (1995) indicated that word-of-mouth (WOM) was one of 

the most important, effective, and cheapest promotions. Litvin, Goldsmith & Pan (2008) 

stated that “the key defining characteristic of WOM is the perceived independence of 

the source of the message” (p. 459). Reid and Reid (1993) identified that WOM was a 

good motivation for travelers in making decisions. Moreover, they believed the most 

information source was from friends and relatives. CLIA (2006) pointed out that WOM 

was the key information source for American cruisers. Researchers found out that 53% 

of Taiwanese outbound travelers’ information sources were from friends, relatives, 

colleagues, and classmates (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008).  

In this study, the findings showed that multiple information sources, such as 

family and friends, travel agents, travel magazines, commercial advertisements, movies 

and the Internet motivated Taiwanese cruisers to select North American cruise tours. In 

relating to recommendation motives, a factor analysis of the six factors resulted in two 

underlying factors, which were “media influence” and “people influence.” The findings 

also showed that most respondents agreed that “recommendation from family and 

friends” was “more/very important.” In addition, “people influence” was more motivating 

than “media influence.” Chang (2008) noted that “Taiwan is a highly collectivist society 

and the group comes before the individual” (p. 129). Table 5.3 pointed out that North 

American cruisers’ internal sources to make cruise choices, the sources of travel 

information of Taiwanese tourists, and Taiwanese cruisers’ information sources. In the 
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summary, WOM was most important information source for North American and 

Taiwanese cruisers. Especially, the recommendation of friends and family is very 

important for Taiwanese travelers.
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Table 5.3  

Information Sources 

Rank  North American cruisers (2006) 
(internal sources)  

Taiwanese tourists (2008) 
 (sources of travel information)  

Taiwanese cruisers (2008)  

1 Word of mouth  Friends, relatives, colleagues, 
classmates  

Recommendation from family and 
friends  

2 Personal traveling interest  Internet Recommendation from travel agent  
3 Destination website  Electronic media 

(TV, broadcasting, and billboard)  
Recommendation from travel magazine  

4 Spouse/travel companion  Print media (books, newspapers, 
and magazines)  

Movie/TV series 
5 Cruise Website  Tourism bureau or agencies  Commercial advertisement (TV/radio)  
6 Travel agent recommendation  Travel agencies  Internet (email, Website)  
7 Travel magazine  Tourism shows or exhibits   

8 Internet advertisement  Others   

9 Travel guide    

10 Magazine advertisement    
Sources: CLIA. (2006).CLIA 2006 cruise market profile report of findings. Retrieved March, 2009, from http://www.cruising.org/press/research/ 
2006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf; Taiwan Tourism Bureau (2008). 2007 survey of travel by R.O. C. citizens. Retrieved March 17, 
2009, http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/english/statistics/File/200712/96citizen.htm  

http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
http://www.cruising.org/press/research/%202006%20Market%20Profile%20Study.pdf�
http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/english/statistics/File/200712/96citizen.htm�
http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/english/statistics/File/200712/96citizen.htm�
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Post-purchase: Satisfaction, Involvement,  
Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend 

 
Satisfaction 

The third research objective was to identify the satisfaction of Taiwanese 

customers who traveled on North American cruise ship tours, with regard to cruise ship 

accommodations and facilities, dining experiences, and services. In the study, all 

satisfaction items were reliable and most satisfaction items were positive. Analyzing 

satisfaction is important to business in the competitive hospitality industry, and customer 

satisfaction is the key to repeat purchases and recommendations to friends and family 

(Chang, 2008; Meng, Tepanon, & Uysal, 2008; Petrick, 2004a; Silvestre, 2008; Williams 

& Buswell, 2003). Qu and Ping (1999) suggested that “accommodation,” 

“entertainment,” and “food and beverage” were the most satisfactory of the cruise 

services offered. Chang (2008) indicated that Taiwanese tourists’ dissatisfaction and 

satisfaction judgments were influenced by important values such as group harmony, 

personal relationships, and the sense of ki mo gi (a sense of self-esteem). Leclerc and 

Teye (1998) and Ahmed et al. (2002) suggested that a cruise product should include 

transportation, accommodation, dining, on-board entertainment, recreational activities, 

domestic and foreign ports of call, and shore excursions.  

In this study, the findings of satisfaction paid attention to three issues: cruise-ship 

accommodations and facilities, dining experiences, and services.  

(a) Accommodations and facilities. Eleven items were used to measure Taiwanese 

cruisers’ satisfactions in accommodations and facilities, and all items had high 

value over of neutral. The mean value of all items’ rating was over 3.The findings 

showed that “size of cruise ship” received the highest mean score of 4.18 as 
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rated. Singh (1999) identified “more space for families” was one of the important 

cruise products, which was most important to Asian cruiser great satisfaction. 

Teye and Leclerc (1998) pointed out that “cabin service” was one of the top 

cruise products and services. For Taiwanese cruisers, the top 10 rankings of 

cruise ship accommodations and facilities satisfactions related to providing more 

joyful vacations. Researchers showed that most Taiwanese travelers went 

traveling for sightseeing, recreation or vacation (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008). 

Ward (2008) pointed out that “more exclusivity” became the trend in the cruise 

industry. The size of cruise ship determined the size of space for exclusive 

areas. Chang (2008) pointed out that Taiwanese travelers care about mien-tsu 

(face) in their interpersonal relationships. Therefore, the size of cruise ship will 

meet their expectations. These findings were also seen in some of the open-

ended responses (Appendix A). Some respondents thought the bigger size of 

cruise ships provided more luxury and more space. In the open-ended 

responses most respondents also said they enjoyed performances in the 

theater; however, they had difficulty enjoying the “talk show” (Appendix A).  

(b) Dining experiences. Fourteen items were used to measure Taiwanese cruisers’ 

satisfactions in dining experiences; and all items had values higher than neutral. 

Therefore, the findings showed that most Taiwanese cruisers thought dining 

experiences met their expectations. The findings showed that “cleanliness of 

facility” received the highest mean score of 4.33 as rated. However, the standard 

deviation (SD) value of “Vegetarian food choice,” "Japanese cuisine choice,” and 

“Chinese cuisine choice” showed that respondents have different perceptions of 
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satisfaction. Master and Prideaux (2000) identified level of importance and level 

of satisfaction as attributes of Taiwanese tourists. “Availability of traditional 

Chinese cuisine” was ranked in the top 10. These findings were also seen in 

some of the open-ended responses (Appendix A). Some respondents suggested 

hot vegetarian dishes should be offered and better Asian food should be 

provided in fine dining rooms. Ward (2008) pointed out that “alternative 

restaurants” became the popular trend in the cruise industry. Lu (2001) pointed 

out that most cruisers enjoyed various fine cuisines on cruise all day, every day. 

The findings showed that “Cleanliness of facility,” “Food choice/selection 

throughout cruise,” “Hygiene and cleanliness of staff,” “Western food,” “Fine 

dining,” and “Menu variety (new menu everyday)” were the top five rankings.   

(c) Service. The SERVQUAL‘s five dimensions were used to measure the 

satisfaction level on North American cruise tours regarding service. Seventeen 

items were reliable and their values (from M = 4.19 to 2.56) were higher than 

neutral. All items were rated at the satisfactory level. Most respondents agreed 

that services of the cruise ship were “neutral” to “extremely satisfactory.” 

“Atmosphere and comfort” significantly received the highest ranking by 

Taiwanese cruisers. The findings showed that “Atmosphere and comfort,” 

“Safety and security,” “Overall satisfaction with North American cruise 

experience,” “Staff who are willing to assist customers,” and “Employees 

appeared knowledgeable and well trained” were top five service items ranked. 

Master and Prideaux (2000) identified levels of importance and levels of 

satisfaction related to attributes of Taiwanese tourists. “Availability of Taiwanese 
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speaking staff” was ranked in the top 10. In the findings, “communication of staff” 

was ranked as least satisfactory. These findings were also seen in some of the 

open-ended responses (Appendix A). Respondents pointed out that cruise ships 

didn’t have any employees who were able to speak Chinese or Taiwanese. 

Moreover, all the signs and announcements were in only one language, English. 

  Table 5.4 showed that the top ten cruise products and services, satisfaction levels 

of Hong Kong cruisers, and satisfaction levels of Taiwanese cruisers. Taiwanese 

cruisers were extremely satisfied with cleanliness of facility. Both North American and 

Hong Kong cruisers were satisfied with services. In the summary, compared with the 

mean value of top ten ranking and lowest ten ranking satisfaction, they did not have big 

differences. The overall satisfaction also showed Taiwanese cruisers were satisfied with 

most cruise products and services.  

The findings revealed the relationships between overall satisfaction with the 

North American cruise experience and demographics, cruise experiences, and the 

intention to visit again. Statistically significant differences were observed in gender, 

cruise experience, and intention to visit again. The findings showed that males were 

more satisfied overall than females. Maybe men were the decision makers to take North 

American cruise tours and the outcome was consistent with their expectations. The 

findings also found that first time cruisers were more satisfied than repeat cruisers with 

North American cruises. It is possible that first time cruisers had lower cruise 

expectations. Moreover, repeat cruisers may have taken their first cruise in Asia and 

had their expectations met or exceeded on Asian cruises, because of better provision of 

Asian food and language/communication. In addition, the findings showed that cruisers 
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who intended to visit again were more satisfied than cruisers who didn’t intend to take 

another North American cruise. It is possible that cruisers who had their expectations 

met on North American cruise tours were willing to visit again.   
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Table 5.4  

Satisfaction Levels of Cruisers 

Rank  The top 10 cruise products 
and services  

Satisfaction levels of Hong Kong  
cruise travelers  

Satisfaction levels of Taiwanese cruisers  

1 Cabin service Staff Courtesy  Cleanliness of facility 

2 Dining room service Karaoke  Hygiene and cleanliness of staff 

3 Cleanliness of ship Quality of food and beverage service  Atmosphere and comfort 

4 Cruise staff Helpfulness staff  Size of cruise ship 

5 Entertainment                                                                  Theater  Fine dining 

6 Bar service Quality of F & B  Food choice/selection throughout cruise 

7 Ports of call Cleanliness of F&B  Safety and security 

8 Quality of food Neatness Staff  Staff who are willing to assist customers 

9 Purser staff/info desk  Overall satisfaction staff  Employees appeared knowledgeable and well 
trained  

10 Shore tours Conference facilities  Menu variety (new menu everyday) 

Source: Teye,V., & Leclerc, D. (1998). Product and service delivery satisfaction among North American Cruise passagers. Tourism Management, 
19(b), 153-160. Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong cruise  travelers’ motivation factors and satisfaction. 
Tourism Management, 20(b), 237.            
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Involvement 

The fourth research objective was to determine involvement levels of Taiwanese 

cruisers on North American cruise tour selection. The 10 items, which  of Zaichowsky’s 

Involvement Scale were used to measure the involvement levels of Taiwanese cruisers 

and influences on their tour choices. All items were reliable and most respondents were 

at the high involvement level. Researchers demonstrated that the involvement scale 

had been used to test the variables that influence tourists’ decision-making processes. 

Moreover, high-involvement products must be carefully considered or personally 

relevant before tourists made up their decisions (Beatty, Kahle, & Homer, 1988; 

Clements & Josiam, 1995; Dimanche & Havitz,1994; Goossens, 2000; Josiam, 

Smeaton, & Clements, 1998; Laurent & Kapferer, 1985; Mittal, 1989; Zaichkowsky, 

1985). In this study, the findings showed that Taiwanese cruisers considered cruise 

tours to be an important product; therefore, the involvement scale showed only high 

involvement and medium involvement.  

The findings showed which relationships between involvement level and key 

motivational factors were most statistically significant. “Knowledge” factor, “adventure” 

factor, “prestige” factor, and “people influence recommendation” factor had statistically 

significant differences. This indicated that Taiwanese cruisers who were motivated by 

“knowledge” factor, “adventure” factor, “prestige” factor, and “people influence 

recommendation” factor were ranked higher at the high-involvement level. On the other 

hand, high-involvement level Taiwanese cruisers were influenced by “knowledge” factor, 

“adventure” factor, “prestige” factor, and “people influence recommendation” factor. It is 

possible that high-involvement level Taiwanese cruisers paid attention to information 
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sources from friends and family. 

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend 

The findings of this study showed that 86.6% of Taiwanese cruisers intended to 

return to North American cruise tours; and 96% of them were willing to recommend 

cruise tours. It showed that a high percentage of Taiwanese cruisers enjoyed their North 

American cruise tours. CLIA (2008) pointed out that 95% of cruisers were satisfied with 

their cruise experiences. More than 80% of cruisers planed to take cruise tours again, 

and 55% of cruisers were willing to recommend the cruises they took to others. Qu and 

Ping (1998) indicated that more than 86% of Hong Kong cruisers were willing to take 

cruiser tours. Many earlier research reports showed that cruisers had higher intentions 

to take cruisers’ tours again and they were willing to recommend their tours (Petrick, 

2004a, 2004b; Petrick & Park, 2007). The findings of intention to return and willingness 

to recommend for North American cruise tours by Taiwanese cruisers had similar results 

to other research. Taiwanese travelers also like to consider recommendations by others. 

Kotler, Bowen and Makens (2003) clarified that a loyal customer was more valuable 

than a satisfied customer. Not only did most Taiwanese cruisers plan to revisit cruise 

tours, but also they were willingness to recommend others. Taiwanese cruisers are 

valuable customers. 
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Table 5.5  

Intention to Return and Willingness to Recommend 

 North American cruisers 
(2008) 

Hong Kong cruisers 
(1999) 

Taiwanese cruisers 
(2008) 

Intention to  take cruise tours again 80% 86% 86.6% 

Willingness to recommend cruise tours 55%  96% 
Sources: Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA). (2008). 2008 Cruise Market Profile Study. Retrieved March 2, 2009, 
from http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf; Qu, H., & Ping, E. (1999). A service performance model of Hong Kong 
cruise travelers’ motivation factors and satisfaction. Tourism Management, 20(b), 23

http://www.cruising.org/press/research/Market_Profile_2008.pdf�
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Recommendations for Academics and Further Research 

 The main goal of this study is to provide North American cruise operators, 

Taiwanese travel agencies, and researchers to with an understanding of what 

Taiwanese cruisers want, so that they can take advantage of this increasing trend 

toward cruise travel by customers in Asia. 

North American Cruise Operators 

 Carnival Corporation, Royal Corporation Cruises and the Star Cruises Group are 

the top three major cruise companies in the world (Mintel, 2008). These companies all 

believe the Asian market will become a large market in the cruise industry. All of them 

have offices in Asia. However, several issues should be mentioned, such as promoting 

cruise products, efficient communication services, and paying attention to cultural 

differences.  

Cruise companies have done a lot of promotion in North America, such as 

TV/radio advertisements, Internet, magazines, and online booking. However, cruise 

companies have done not much in the Taiwanese cruise market. It is hard to find any 

advertisement of cruise tours on the media in Taiwan. North American cruise operators 

might encourage Chinese media to shoot movies and TV shows on board cruises; they 

also might provide familiarization tours to Chinese travel writers in order to influence the 

Chinese market in sustainable development. North American operators must be able to 

win potential Taiwanese cruisers through awareness of the cruise products or 

companies. 

In order to attract Chinese travelers, providing efficient communication services is 

very important, for example, adding Chinese-speaking staff to serve Chinese 
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customers. Most respondents indicated that communication was a big issue. North 

American operators should hire bilingual English-Chinese staff in different areas of the 

ship to overcome communication barriers. The cruise brochures include cruise-ship 

facilities, menus, blueprints of cruise ships, and daily activities in various languages. 

Operators might create a comfortable environment for Asian cruisers so that they are 

able to enjoy the facilities and activities. More visual-content entertainments, for 

example, magic shows and performances, might interest Chinese and other non-

English speaking customers. Providing the most value to cruisers will win repeat 

customers and positive word of mouth. 

Culture differences can cause much dissatisfaction. Most Taiwanese cruisers 

were seniors (over 50), and they would prefer to have traditional Chinese food or 

Japanese food, especially hot vegetarian cuisine. Taiwanese travelers were strongly 

concerned with personal relationships (kuan-hsi). The cruise servers might pay attention 

to create the personal relationships with Taiwanese cruisers. Cruise operators should 

understand culture differences in order to achieve Taiwanese cruisers’ satisfaction.  

Taiwanese Travel Agencies 

More than 90% of Taiwanese outbound travelers will arrange whole tours or parts 

of tours through travel agencies (Taiwan Tourism Bureau, 2008). Most Taiwanese 

travelers book their cruise tours through travel agencies. In order to extend the cruise 

market, Taiwanese travel agencies should pay attention to several things, such as 

providing careful consideration to all-inclusive packages and improving cruise 

knowledge.  

 Travel agencies should understand their customers and cruise tours; and then 
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agents will be able to choose the right cruise for every customer. Travel agencies need 

to offer pre-orientation so that travelers will realize the details of tours. Most Taiwanese 

cruisers are seniors (over 50), and they would like to have careful consideration of all-

inclusive packages (Huang & Tsai, 2003). The tip etiquette might cause 

misunderstanding between cruise employees and customers. Taiwanese customers 

might not know the tip etiquette; therefore, travel agents should mention in the pre-

orientation. Chang (2006) pointed out that service performance of the tour leaders 

would influence Taiwanese travelers’ satisfaction. Travel agents might find qualified tour 

leaders to be a good communicator for the cruise tour.  

Travel agencies also need to improve employees’ cruise knowledge in order to 

offer customers the right information, and then select the expected tours. Every cruise 

company has its own character; for example, Carnival Cruise Lines is known as “Fun 

Ship” and Celebrity Cruises is known for providing the best food. The senior cruisers 

might prefer Celebrity Cruises rather than Carnival Cruise Lines. In the open-end 

response, some cruisers were dissatisfied with their tours because the tour failed to 

meet their needs (Appendix A). For example, travel agents booked a Caribbean tour for 

a senior couple who would have preferred to have a quiet tour.   

Future Research 

Future researchers can use this study to understand the different motivations, 

perceptions, involvement, and satisfaction levels of Chinese cruisers or Asian cruisers. 

Future studies can expand to analyze the different Asian ethnic groups’ needs for 

different cruise offerings. 
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This study was conducted by selecting a convenience sample of more than 500 

Taiwanese cruisers. More than 400 Taiwanese samples were obtained. However, some 

limitations of this study were found to be as follows: 

(a) The sample size is not big enough to represent all Taiwanese cruisers. 

According to “2007 Survey of Travel by R.O.C. Citizens” report by Taiwan 

Tourism Bureau, researchers indicate the total number of outbound trips taken 

by all citizens was 8,963,712 trips in 2007. Therefore, the number of Taiwanese 

cruisers might be more. 

(b) This study was taken from the sampling frame of lists provided by cooperating 

travel agents. According to the Tourism Bureau (2008), there were 96 

headquarters of Class General travel agencies and 1,989 headquarters of Class 

A travel agencies in Taiwan in 2008. Even though only few travel agencies are 

cruise professionals in Taiwan, the researcher may not have visited some travel 

agencies. 

(c) This study data was collected from May 2008 to August 2008. Therefore, the 

data might present a seasonal variable. Researchers would benefit from having 

an extended period of time in which to obtain more data.  

(d) Surveys were administered through the different methods:  Travel agent, email, 

and directly by the researcher. It is possible that the administration method 

introduced some bias.    

Future studies should address these limitations. The main limitation of this research 

comes from the limited size sample which was used.   
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY FOR ANSWERS FOR OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS 
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 Enjoy Number of 
Respondents  

Dislike Number of 
Respondents 

Accommodations 
and  Facilities 

Various 
Facilities 

3 Small space in 
cabin 

8 

On-board 
activities are fun   

6 Time limited for 
some facilities 

1 

   Some on-share 
activities didn’t 
achieve 
expectation.   

2 

  Didn’t know how 
to use facilities  
(no Chinese) 

6 

Dining 
Experiences 

Good food, 
beyond 
expectation. 

41 Lack of food 
choices –most 
western style 

14 

Buffet with 
various food 

5 Less food choices 
for vegetarians  

4 

Entertainment  5 No Chinese food 6 
  Menu 4 

Service Good attitude 
employees  

4 communication 
problem 

16 

Good room 
service 

2 Menu 3 

Others Beautiful views 63 No introduction of 
cruise ship in 
Chinese 

2 

Relaxation 16 Expensive 8 
Travel with 
family or friends 

8 Tour leaders 
didn’t offer the 
good services. 

2 

All-including 
tours 

10 Tips 2 
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APPENDIX B 

TOURISTS’ MOTIVATIONS 
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Researchers Tittles Tourists’ Motivation 

Baloglu, S. & Uysal, M. 

(1996) 

Market segments of push and pull 

motivations: a canonical 

correlation approach 

Escape, Prestige, Family and friend togetherness, 

Knowledge, Sports, Adventure, historical, Natural 

environments. 

Beard, J., & Ragheb, M. 

(1983) 

Measuring leisure motivation Intellectual , Social , Competence-Mastery, Stimulus-

Avoidance 

Cha, S., McCleary, K., & 

Uysal, M. (1995) 

Travel motivations of Japanese 

overseas travelers: a factor-cluster 

segmentation approach 

Relax, Knowledge, Adventure, Travel bragging, Family, 

Sports 

Crompton, J. (1979) Motivations for pleasure vacation Escape, Exploration, relaxation, prestige, regression, 

relationships, Enhancement of kinship, Social, cultural, 

Novelty, and Education. 

Fodness, D. (1994) Measuring tourist satisfaction by 

attribute and motivation: the case 

of a nature-based resort 

Knowledge, the utilitarian, social-adjective, the value-

expressive.  

Hanqin, Z. & Lam T. 

(1999) 

An analysis of Mainland Chinese 

visitors' motivations to visit Hong 

Kong 

Knowledge, Prestige, Enhancement of human 

relationship, Relaxation, Novelty. 

Jang, S., & Wu, C. 

(2006) 

Seniors’ travel motivation and the 

influential factors: An examination 

of Taiwanese seniors 

 

Prestige, Family and friend togetherness, Knowledge, 

historical. 
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Researchers Tittles Tourists’ Motivation 

Kim, K., & Jogaratnam, 

G. (2002) 

Travel motivations: a comparative 

study of Asian international and 

domestic American college 

students 

Relax, Knowledge, Adventure, Travel bragging, Family, 

Sports, Entertainment, and Leisure 

Kim, S., Lee, C., & 

Klenosky, D. (2003) 

The influence of push and pull 

factors at Korean national parks 

Escape, Family and friend togetherness, Adventure, 

Enjoying national resources 

Kim, K., Noh, J., & 

Jogaratnam, G. (2006a) 

Multi-destination segmentation 

based on push and pull motives: 

Pleasure trips of students at U.S. 

university 

Escape, Prestige, Family and friend togetherness, 

Enjoying national resources 

Kim, S., Lee, C., & 

Klenosky, D. (2003) 

The influence of push and pull 

factors at Korean national parks 

Escape, Family and friend togetherness,  Adventure, 

Enjoying national resources 

Kozak, M. (2002) Comparative analysis of tourist 

motivations by nationality and 

destinations 

Escape, Relaxation, Knowledge, Sports, historical, 

Enjoying national resources, Sports, Natural 

environments. 

Lu, C. (2001) The study of tourism motivation 

and experience of the cruise-ship 

tours: a case study of the Berlitz 

evaluated 4-star cruise-ships 

 

 

Relaxation, Escape, Learning, Knowledge, Natural, 

Activities, Prestige, Family and friend together, 

Knowledge, Adventure. 
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Researchers Tittles Tourists’ Motivation 

Moscardo, G., Morrison, 

A., Pearce, P., Lang, C., 

O'Leary, J., (1996) 

Understanding vacation 

destination choice through travel 

motivation and activities 

Escape, Self-development, family relationships, 

physical activity, safety, relaxation needs. 

Oh, H., Uysal, M., & 

Weaver, P. (1995) 

Product bundles and market 

segments based on travel 

motivations: a canonical 

correlation approach. 

Cultural, , Nature, Sports, Safety, Inexpensive, 

Knowledge, Social, Novelty, Entertainment, Sports, 

Escape. 

Teye, V. & Leclerc, D. 

(2003) 

The white Caucasian and ethnic 

minority cruise markets: some 

motivational perspectives. 

Escape, Family and friend togetherness, Knowledge 

Pyo, S. (1996) East Asia tourist market 

segmentation by push attributes 

Healthy, status, kinship, Novelty, Relaxation, 

Excitement, Learning. 

Yoon, V. & Uysal, 

M.(2005) 

An examination of the effects of 

motivation and satisfaction on 

destination loyalty: a structural 

model 

Escape, Relaxation, Family and friend togetherness, 

Prestige, Knowledge, historical, Enjoying national 

resources, Sports, Natural environments. 

You, X., O'Leary, J., 

Morrison, A., & Hong, G. 

(2000) 

A cross-cultural comparison of 

travel push and pull factors United 

Kingdom vs. Japan 

Escape, Relaxation, Prestige, Family and friend 

together, Knowledge, Adventure.  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS 
SCHOOL OF MERCHANDISINING AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 

 
 

Factors that influence the decision of Taiwanese customers to select 
American cruise-ship tours 

 
Your participation in this study will help educators and researchers better understand 

your cruise experiences. You have been chosen to participate in this study and the 

information that you provide will be used for research purposes.  It will take you 

approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete this survey.  Your participation is voluntary 

and anonymous.  You have the right to decline to participate or to withdraw during the 

course of the study. You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. 

I understand that by returning this survey, I am giving my informed consent as a 

participating volunteer. I understand the basic nature of this study. I also understand 

the potential benefits that might be realized from the successful completion of this 

study. I am aware that the information is being sought in a specific manner so that no 

identifiers are needed and so that confidentiality is guaranteed. NOTE: Questions or 

concerns about participation in research or subsequent complaints should be 

addressed first to the researcher. 

 

Bharath M. Josiam, Ph.D. 
 
Associate Professor 
School of Merchandising & Hospitality 
Management 
 
PO BOX. 311100, University of North Texas 
Denton, TX 76203-1100, USA 
Tel: 940-565-2429; Fax: 603-909-1260 
 

Tai-yi Huang (Fischer), candidate of Master 
 
School of Merchandising & Hospitality 
Management 
 
 
PO BOX. 311100, University of North Texas 
Denton, TX 76203-1100, USA 
Tel: 940-565-2429; Fax: 603-909-1260 
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How important were each of the following items 
when you decided to take this North American 
cruise trip? 

Scale of Agreement 

Unimportant Somewhat 
Important Important More/Very 

Important 
Extremely 
Important 

To be together with my family 1 2 3 4 5 

To travel with friends 1 2 3 4 5 

To visit friends or family who live in the Unite States 1 2 3 4 5 

To experience a new form of transportation 1 2 3 4 5 

To discover new things 1 2 3 4 5 

To see and experience a new destination(s) 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy high quality tourist services 1 2 3 4 5 

To escape from the routine of work or life 1 2 3 4 5 

To meet new friends (on ship or in new destination) 1 2 3 4 5 

To go places my friends/relatives have not visited 1 2 3 4 5 

To talk about trip after returning home 1 2 3 4 5 

To look for excitement 1 2 3 4 5 

To reduce stress 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy different cuisines 1 2 3 4 5 

To have fun in cruise activities and facilities (spa, gym) 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy the casino experience 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy shows and entertainments 1 2 3 4 5 

Always wanted to take cruise 1 2 3 4 5 
All-inclusive tour (transportation, accommodation, 
meals, and sightseeing) 1 2 3 4 5 

I can visit different places in one trip 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy the beautiful environments and scenery 1 2 3 4 5 

To enjoy luxurious experiences 1 2 3 4 5 
I have reached a stage in life where I can afford a 
luxurious cruise experience  1 2 3 4 5 

 

How important were each of the following when 
deciding to take this North American cruise trip? 

Scale of Agreement 

Unimportant Somewhat 
Important Important More/Very 

Important 
Extremely 
Important 

Recommendation from Travel Agent  1 2 3 4 5 

Recommendation from Travel Magazine  1 2 3 4 5 

Recommendation from family and friends 1 2 3 4 5 

Commercial Advertisement ( TV/ Radio) 1 2 3 4 5 

Movie/TV Series (Love Boat) 1 2 3 4 5 

Internet (email, website) 1 2 3 4 5 
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How satisfied were you with each of these 
experiences when you took the North American 

cruise? 

Scale of Agreement 

Extremely 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfie

d 
Extremely 
Satisfied 

CRUISESHIP ACCOMODATIONS:      

Size of cruise ship 1 2 3 4 5 

Size of room/cabin 1 2 3 4 5 

Views from other areas of ship 1 2 3 4 5 

Karaoke 1 2 3 4 5 

Performance area (theater) 1 2 3 4 5 

Casino 1 2 3 4 5 

Spa 1 2 3 4 5 

Sport/fitness facilities 1 2 3 4 5 

Shopping/Duty Free Stores 1 2 3 4 5 

Conference facilities 1 2 3 4 5 

Availability of different activities and facilities  1 2 3 4 5 

DINING EXPERIENCES: Extremely 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfie

d 
Extremely 
Satisfied 

Fine dining  1 2 3 4 5 

Other dining (buffet) 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall food quality 1 2 3 4 5 
Chinese cuisine choice/selection (ex. Taiwanese 
food) 1 2 3 4 5 

Japanese cuisine choice/selection 1 2 3 4 5 
Western food (French , German, Italian) 
choice/selection 1 2 3 4 5 

Fast food ( burger or subway) choice/selection 1 2 3 4 5 

Vegetarian food choices/selections 1 2 3 4 5 
Special cuisine choices/selections (ex. Alaska 
Seafood) 1 2 3 4 5 

Hygiene and cleanliness of staff  1 2 3 4 5 

Cleanliness of facility  1 2 3 4 5 

Menu variety (new menu everyday) 1 2 3 4 5 

Food choice/selection throughout cruise 1 2 3 4 5 

Entertainment in dining rooms 1 2 3 4 5 

SERVICE: Extremely 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Extremely 

Satisfied 

Choice of different on-board activities  1 2 3 4 5 

Choice of different shore activities 1 2 3 4 5 

Free on-board guide and instruction for sight-seeing 1 2 3 4 5 
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SERVICE Continued: Extremely 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Extremely 

Satisfied 

Communication of staff (ex. Chinese speaker) 1 2 3 4 5 

Employees handled problems skillfully 1 2 3 4 5 

Consistent level of service throughout cruise  1 2 3 4 5 
Employees appeared knowledgeable and well 
trained 1 2 3 4 5 

Cruise operator had your best interest at heart 1 2 3 4 5 
Cruise operator performed service right the first time 
(no need to complain) 1 2 3 4 5 

Atmosphere and comfort 1 2 3 4 5 

Highly personalized service 1 2 3 4 5 

Experiencing new style of services 1 2 3 4 5 

Safety and security 1 2 3 4 5 

A feeling of romance  1 2 3 4 5 

Staff who are willing to assist customers 1 2 3 4 5 
Overall North American cruise tour is value for 
money 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall satisfaction with North American cruise 
experience 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

To me, experiencing a cruise trip in North America is: 
Please indicate your level of agreement by circling the corresponding number  

 
         

Unimportant  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Important  
Boring  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Interesting 

Means nothing to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Means a lot to me 
Worthless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable 

Not beneficial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beneficial 
Irrelevant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Relevant 

Unexciting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting 
Unappealing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Appealing 
Nonessential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Essential 

Unwanted 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Wanted 
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Did you get a pre cruise orientation:  ____ Yes  _____No     (If yes, please answer the following questions): 
 

How useful was the following 
information that was given before 

your trip? 

Scale of Agreement 

Extremely 
Useless Useless Neutral Useful Extremely 

Useful 
Never 

Received 
(NR) 

Cruise Ship Introduction 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

Cruise ship layout 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

Menu (in Chinese) 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

On-board activities 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

Shore activities 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

Tip etiquette 1 2 3 4 5 NR 

Tour schedule 1 2 3 4 5 NR 
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STATEMENTS ABOUT YOU 
Please tell us about yourself 

1.  Is this your first cruise?  _____ Yes    _____ No  
               if no, which of the following cruises have you taken? 

□ Asian Cruise  □ Europe □ Australia □ North American Other ________ 
2.When did you  take this cruise:____________(year) 
3. Which cruise company did you choose this time?   
          _____ Carnival Cruise       _____ Royal Caribbean International     _____ Holland America Line 
          _____ P & O Cruises   _____ Norwegian Cruise Line   _____ Other________________ 
4.  Number of member in household family: ________ (please write in number of members in household family) 
5.  Number of household members on North American cruise trip: _______ (please write in number of household 
members) 
 
6.  Is this a group tour? _____ Yes    _____ No 
     Number of people traveled with in this group tour: _______ (please write in number of people traveling with) 
 
7.  Gender:  _____ Male _____ Female (check one)                 8. Age _____ (please write in your age)   
 
9.  Marital Status: _____ Married _____ Single (check one) 
 
10.  My ethnic background is: ____________________ (please write in your ethnic background) 
 
11.  What was the purpose of your cruise trip?  Please check all that apply. 
_____ Vacation/Leisure _____ Get Married _____ Attend Wedding _____ Honeymoon   
_____ Visit Friends/Family _____ Won an Incentive/Bonus _____ Sponsored by Business/Company 
_____ Attend Convention/Meeting _____ Sponsored by Government/Military  _____ Other Business 

 
 12. What was the destination of your cruise trip last time?   
          _____ ALASKA              _____ CARIBBEAN             _____ MEXICO, SOUTH AMERICA 
           _____HAWAII   _____ Other________________ 
13.  What is your current employment status? 

_____ Employed (by company) _____ Self-employed (own business) _____ Retired 
_____ Student   _____ Homemaker   _____ Other 

 
14.  What is the highest level of education that you have obtained? 

_____Lower than High School              _____ High School         _____ Associate Degree  
_____ Bachelor Degree                _____ Masters Degree          _____ Doctorate/Professional Degree 

 
15.  Monthly Income of Household Family (check one): 
 
□  USD $1,000~2,000 (NT$32,000~)□  USD $2,001~3,000 (NT$64,000~) □   USD $3,001~4,000 (NT$96000~) 
□  USD $4,001~5,000 (NT$128000~)□  USD $5,001~6,000 (NT$160,000~)□  USD $6,000 or more (NT$192,000~) 
 
16.  I would be willing to return for a North American cruise trip again:  _____ Yes    _____ No 
 
17.  I would recommend a North American cruise to my family and friends:  _____ Yes    _____ No 
 
18.  What did I really enjoy about this trip? (Please provide your comments)?  
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
19.  What did I dislike about this trip? 
What recommendations do you suggest for improving the cruise experience for Taiwanese visitors/cruisers? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________ 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND PATIENCE!  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS 
SCHOOL OF MERCHANDISINING AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 

 
Understanding Taiwanese Travelers on Cruise Tours in North America: 

Motivation, Involvement, Perceptions, and Satisfaction of Travelers 
 

 

 
 
敬愛的先生／女士，您好： 
 
本問卷的主要用意，在瞭解當您決定參加北美遊輪之旅時的動機與體驗。問卷調查結果將僅用於學
術分析研究，您個人資料及選答內容均將絕對保密，敬請放心詳實填答。特此感謝您寶貴的時間與
協助。 
 
感謝您的協助, 敬祝順心! 
 

Bharath M. Josiam, Ph.D. 
 
Associate Professor 
School of Merchandising & Hospitality 
Management 
 
PO BOX. 311100, University of North 
Texas 
Denton, TX 76203-1100, USA 
Tel: 940-565-2429; Fax: 603-909-1260 
 

Tai-yi Huang (Fischer), candidate of Master 
  黃  

 
School of Merchandising & Hospitality 
Management 

  
 
PO BOX. 311100, University of North Texas 
Denton, TX 76203-1100, USA 
Tel: 940-565-2429; Fax: 603-909-1260 
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參加北美遊輪之旅後, 您對下列各項設施, 餐飲
及 服務的滿意程度為何？ 

 

     

遊輪設施      

遊輪的大小 1 2 3 4 5 

房間的大小 1 2 3 4 5 

遊輪上可看到的景觀 1 2 3 4 5 

卡拉 OK 1 2 3 4 5 

表演場地（秀場） 1 2 3 4 5 

賭場 1 2 3 4 5 

SPA 1 2 3 4 5 

運動健身器材 1 2 3 4 5 

購物/(免稅店) 1 2 3 4 5 

會議器材設施 1 2 3 4 5 

有提供多樣化活動及設施 1 2 3 4 5 

餐飲      

精緻服務餐廳 Fine dining 1 2 3 4 5 

其他餐廳 (自助餐) 1 2 3 4 5 

整體食物品質 1 2 3 4 5 

提供中國菜(台灣口味) 1 2 3 4 5 

提供日本菜 1 2 3 4 5 

提供西餐 (義式, 法式) 1 2 3 4 5 

提供速食餐點(漢堡) 1 2 3 4 5 

素食料理 1 2 3 4 5 

遊輪特別餐點(阿拉斯加鮭魚) 1 2 3 4 5 

員工的服裝儀容乾淨整潔 1 2 3 4 5 

齊全衛生的設備 1 2 3 4 5 

全天候的餐飲提供 1 2 3 4 5 
      

 1 2 3 4 5 
 1 2 3 4 5 

 1 2 3 4 5 
 1 2 3 4 5 

 1 2 3 4 5 
 ( ) 1 2 3 4 5 
 1 2 3 4 5 

 1 2 3 4 5 
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1.  ?  □  □  
     , ? 
      □  □  □  □  □  ________ 
2. ?_________ 
3.  
      □  □  □  □      
      □    □  ________ 
                                          
4.   ________ ( )      5.  ________ ( ) 
 
6.   ?  □     □        7.  ________ ( )                             
 
8.  :  □    □  ( )                                        9.  ________ ( )   
 
10.  : □  □ ( )                          11.  ________ 
 
12.   ( ) 
       □ /  □  □  □  □ /  □  
              / □ /  □  □  
13.  ? 
        □  □  □  □  □  ________ 
 
14.  ? 
       □ ( )   □  ( )   □  □  □  
    □  
 
15.  ? 
        □  □  □  □  □  □         
 
16.   ( ): 
       □ NT $30,000~59,999   □ NT $60,000~89,999   □ NT $90,000 ~109,999    
       □ NT$110,000 ~149,999 □ NT$150,000  
      
17.  : □  □          
18.  : □  □    
 
19.  ? ( )  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
20.  ( , ) 
______________________________________________________________________________
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親愛的領隊、導遊您好； 
我目前就讀於美國北德州大學 (University of North Texas) ， 休憩研究所

的研究生- 黃黛薏(Fischer)，為研究探討 "台灣人參加北美遊輪旅遊的動機

及參加後的滿意調查" ，期望透過郵輪體驗遊客的問卷調查，瞭解台灣遊
輪旅客。希望您在忙碌之餘能抽空幫忙收集此份學術性研究問卷，填答者

對本份問卷所提供的寶貴意見，將是本研究成功與否的重要關鍵，僅提供

下述填問卷說明之步驟，懇切期盼您能幫忙郵輪旅客完成此份問卷且回收

寄回。非常感謝您的幫忙～ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4 

請把收回問卷寄回 

 

Step 3 

請收回問卷且代為確認填寫完整性（每題都須填寫） 

 

Step 2 

請代為解釋問卷的內容及問題 

 

Step 1 

請給予團員問卷 
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